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Art in a general sense is the expression of
a subject, its ideas, feelings and visions of
the world. Likewise, an artist rooted in his
culture, has the opportunity to express
the mental mechanisms of his culture, its
origins and his interpretative processes
of the world. For this reason, intercultural
studies are of fundamental importance,
and art is one of the best means of
investigation because it can give a
genuine image of its culture of origin.
This could apply to modern art, traditional
art, or to that which has suffered foreign
influences. Any form of art in any situation
is the mirror of the culture from which
it comes from and is imbued with its
aesthetic ideas. Therefore, the study of
art from different cultures and historical
periods will enrich the artist’s expressive
abilities. The vision of nature, the vision
of man in the world and the aesthetic
ideas of Western and Chinese culture are
often almost the opposite, but this does
not exclude the possibility of dialogue.
We strongly believe that Western art
can be enriched through knowledge of
the latter. At the same time, however,
we must be careful about what it brings
and how it is imported, and above all,
we must not allow external culture to
prevail over indigenous culture. For this
reason, dialogue must be undertaken
with wisdom and in full knowledge of the
facts, not only by transferring information,
but also by having a deep knowledge
and understanding of both cultures in
order to find an appropriate mean of
communication. This is the most difficult
aspect of intercultural exchange, as we
are living in the age of globalization
and international capitalism. In the so-

called “global village” we believe we have unlimited
cognitive possibilities with minimal effort and we are
led to believe that communication is within reach
and almost automatic, for example via the Internet or
the ease of trade of goods, and this inevitably leads
to superficial and mostly wrong communication. This
vision is decidedly wrong, because it leads to shallow
false knowledge, spread of prejudice and cultural
arrogance. Unfortunately, there is no easy solution
for the intercultural communication problem,
therefore it requires an intellectual and cognitive
effort, a desire to study and gain deeper knowledge.
Thus, our goal is to create a language suitable for
establishing a cultural dialogue that is structured and
not superficial.
This magazine aims to give a voice to the
contemporary Chinese and non-Chinese scholars
and artists. Our purpose is to create a cultural bridge
between two great cultures, in order to establish a
rich and fruitful dialogue in the sphere of Chinese
painting. Chinese mountain and water painting
is one of the main artistic expressions in China,
characterized by more than 1500 years of evolution
and revolutions, and has found a new golden age of
creativity and expression in the contemporary times.
This magazine will introduce some modern and
contemporary Chinese artists, the theories of Chinese
painting and the views of environmental aesthetics,
in a way that is reachable for everybody, from the
academic world to any curious mind interested in the
field of Chinese art and culture.
Our hope is to popularize an artistic expression that
could have a positive impact on our lives, enabling us
to cross certain limits subconsciously imposed by the
western culture, from the very roots like the concept
of reality, our existence, our place in this world and
how we relate with it. Every cultural system has
replied to these basic questions, but the answers are
all different, and art is one of the deepest expressions
that embody all of these diverse conceptions.
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Our Approach

From the figure of the Chinese intellectual artist to Contemporaneity.

During the eighth century China, a new figure of an intellectual artist was born: this figure would become topical in the Chinese cultural panorama and make its way to the present day.
Wenren hua 文人画, is the one who, following the humanistic values and

teachings of the tradition, updates and
applies them to the artistic-intellectual needs of his time. This process has never stopped, and still persists in the
contemporary world.
The Wenren hua encompasses the poet, the painter, the calligrapher, the theorist, the scholar and the intellectual
in a single figure, and sees the cultivation of the spirit and mind as one of the main purposes of his/her work.
In this way, a close link is established between practice and artistic theory; at the same time there is no separation
between the arts, and there is a common thread between intellectual practice and material application.
Of course this figure is closely linked to Chinese cultural heritage, but this does not make it less compatible with
the artistic-cultural needs of Westernized contemporaneity.
It also fits naturally into the trend of Environmental Aesthetics, which is an expressive channel of contemporary art and of fundamental importance, given that the biggest problems that afflict our society are often
linked to the environment and the destructive approach that contemporary men have towards it.
Respect for nature and the need to preserve it by living with it in harmony are intrinsic elements of traditional
Chinese thought and that of the wenren hua, which see man and nature as two elements that are part of the same
system: in these terms, in order to preserve human life, natural existence must also be protected, or else we would
go towards the decay of both.

We find ourselves living in the era of
globalization. Thanks to the infosphere
we live in, with just one click we can be in
Togo, with two clicks you can be studying Sanskrit, with three you’re already
updated on what’s going on in Bhutan,
and with four more clicks you’re listening
to a piece played with the duduk, and
immediately after we could be looking at
two whirling dervishes. In half a day we
become experts in Armenian music, Sufi
spirituality, Himalayan geopolitics and in
any other aspect of world culture.
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Fantastic. Finally, a world without cultural
barriers, devoted to the exchange
and access of mutual knowledge. In
this global village without borders,
we dance to the beat of superficiality,
sloppy culture and of cultural arrogance,
where ignorance is adorned with twodimensional images, where the concept
of “knowing that you do not know”
has been abolished, although without
knowing.
It's important to note that, in this Village
the chief is western, the customs and
habits are also mostly western, and so
is the linguistic and material means
of communication along with most ,
intellectual expressions and world views
of its inhabitants. The inhabitants tend to
ignore what is found outside the Village,
not by choice, but by condition, not out
of lack of curiosity, but because of the
limited means. The Village is truly global
on a physical level, it truly embraces
the entire earth’s surface, but in fact

it remains on the surface, it does not
deepen, and if it deepens it does it in its
own way, as it would in the centre from
which it developed. In fact, the Village is
ancient and full of History and histories, it
has always had multiculturalism, always
in expansion and translation, but only
recently has it reached global status.
The Village is now global, so everyone is
welcome but the rules to follow are those
of the Village head. Everyone can bring
something to the table, but it will still
have to be adapted to the matrix of the
Village.
With these premises, it is possible to face
and analyse infinite issues concerning the
actual state of the alleged globalization.
For instance, how it believes to know
different cultures, but in reality this
knowledge is based only on a store of
empty images which are then filled with
the world view of the aforementioned
head of the Village. The same goes for
that mercantile capitalism that has
arrived at every corner of the globe, but
gives the best of itself only if we follow the
needs of the Village.
We stand against a single world view,
when in fact there are many. The ones
that does not support diversity, but
translates them, one that does not make
them participate in the debate with their
own voices, but accepts them only after
a trial of metamorphosis. We are against
the imperialism of tastes and customs,
of judgment, of means of expression,
and of what to express, a situation which
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We as Sino-artists (some of non-Chinese
origin, devoted to the study and practice
of Chinese painting), will focus on the
areas concerning our cultural sphere,
precisely that of Chinese art. Especially
those related to painting, with a particular
eye for landscape painting, which from
now on we will call according to the
Chinese denomination, Mountain and
Water painting.

“shanshui hua 山 水 画“
The main will is to communicate with the
Village through our art and our words, to
present one of the many shaded areas
with which it is scattered. Our task is to
find a language that is intelligible to the
Village as well as faithful to the original
meaning. Without smoothing its diversity,
without avoiding clashes, without
sweetening the pill. In this way it will be
the Village that will make the effort to
understand, and only in this way will the
communication be successful. In fact, we
trust in the Village’s ability to understand
languages not forged by itself.
The reasons that drive us in this
campaign are varied and erudition is
not one of those. At best it can be a side
effect.
One of the biggest problems of the
Village is that it believes that movements
of progress and evolutions only exists
inside itself, that it has reached the status
of “modern”, and those who are not
indigenous come from a static culture,
backward and anchored to the past;
without the use of the means forged by

the Village and without its revolutionary
spirit no one can participate in the
dialogue of contemporaneity. So, to
finally get into the subject, in the Village
Chinese painting is traditional, therefore
linked to the past, unable to evolve,
something good just for the art history
books and museums, worthy of respect,
but with the same respect that is given
for archaeological finds.

There is no conception of a modern or
contemporary Chinese painting, also
because when the term Chinese painting
is pronounced, for some reason it is
always accompanied by the adjective
“traditional”, which clearly denies the
concept of modernity. Chinese art can
only be defined as modern if expressed
through the means and processes of
modern western art.

Revelation! There is modern and
contemporary Chinese art; mountain and
water painting has been evolveing for at
least 1500 years, and continues to evolve,
and other painting exppressions are even
older. As obvious as it seems, China is
extremely large, therefore there are many
centres of cultural irradiation, and for this
reason there are various schools within
China that follow different pictorial expressions. Consequently there is not just
one movement of contemporary Chinese
painting.
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inevitably leads to a cultural flattening.
Against this self-proclaimed global
Village. It does not have the ability to see
neighbouring villages, since it believes
that all possible villages are within itself.

To spread the knowledge of
contemporary Chinese painting outside
of China, and to give voice to the great
artists of the last century as well as to the
new young artists.
Why is it important you may ask? For
starters, in order to make sense of the
term globalization. But above all, to enrich
the Village and to redefine its ideas of
intellectual absolutism.
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Chinese art, together with all the other
intellectual expressions of China, refers to
a system of values that has come down to
the present day from ancient times. This
great apparatus of knowledge and ideas
has influenced and is still influencing
the world view of Chinese people and of
course also their artistic expressions.
The same discourse can be re-proposed
in a general way also to the evolution
of the western mind, a process that
probably was less coherent than the
Chinese one, which however led to
the formation of various expressions
of thought rooted in the conception of
the world that the Village forged during
its evolution. And this is exactly the key
point of our reasoning, once the world
interpretation system is established,
it is almost impossible to get out of
it, as it is invisible, and its boundaries
unrecognizable. Because it being the
only view you know, you believe that it
is the only view that exists. It’s like those
unfortunate people who were chained in
the platonic cave. It wasn’t until someone
came in from the outside, did they realize
the condition they were in.

This was also the case for China until the
mid-nineteenth century. China behaved
like the Village, just another Village that
did not see those who were outside
of it, except of course through its own
modalities. And even though external
cultural influences were accepted, it was
always retranslated in Chinese terms, just
like the Village does. As a consequence,
there was a sense of cultural superiority
compared to that which was not
Chinese. Until one terrible day, when the
barbarians arrived with cannons and
rifles and destroyed the armies of the
great empire. On that day, besides the
fall of many lives, many certainties also
fell in terms of value. Their system had
not protected them from catastrophe,
as it once did since the dawn of Chinese
culture. This was not the first time that
China fell into the hands of foreigners,
and every time the foreigners were
sinicized. Thus, their cultural continuity
persisted. However, the value system was
still slowly collapsing to the point where
it almost disappeared. Since then it has
rebuilt itself, but the system of the other
foreign villages took a hold as well, strong
of its modernity.

Let’s take a concrete example. The
ancient western visual arts and the
Renaissance up to modernity, basically
acted in the field of mimesis. In painting,
all the techniques to represent the visual
aspect of the surrounding world comes
together. Now coming back to the Village,
to top it all, there was this terrifying
yoke called Albertan’s perspective. The
Village gave a great deal of value to the
sight, making it almost the only tool for
perceiving reality. Establishing invisible
perceptual borders because they were
all-encompassing. However, at a certain
point artists and intellectuals got tired
of this conception, and thus historical
avant-garde was born. Unfortunately, not
knowing any other way of perceiving the
world other than the anthropocentric one
of the gaze, they found themselves in a
rather uncomfortable position, so much
so that the path ended with destruction
of the form and that of the painting itself,
and having to resort to new media to be
able to express themselves. It is precisely
for these reasons that in contemporary
era we refer to paintings as an “old
lady” who keeps up with new artistic
expressions with great difficulty.

Accordingly, in contemporary China it
can be said that there are two systems,
the original and the imported one. The
same could be said for the world of art,
but art can be applied at will on any area.
This has created a unique situation where
the two worlds communicate with each
other, sometimes one taking over the
other, creating conflicts but also at the
same time a fertile ground for creativity.

So where is all this getting at? In China,
the influence of western art came
between the late 1800s and early 1900’s.
The first to arrive was via Japan, the
realistic techniques of the Barbizon
school. And what were the most shocking
innovations for the Chinese? Mimesis,
focal perspective, chiaroscuro, and all
those techniques which at the time in
the West were considered regressed,
representatives of a system that in those
years the avant-gardes despised because
of its anti-contemporary expressions. Why
was this seen in China as revolutionary
and innovative? Because traditional
pictorial theories disgusted the view
and representation of form as perceived

It is exactly for this reason that we want to
make this new system of thought known
to the Village, only then will it be able to
see its own boundaries, so that it will be
able to ask new questions and give itself
new answers.
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by our eyes, therefore it was an almost
completely unexplored area.
China has had the good fortune of
meeting and accepting a different way of
interpreting the world, so why should the
Village be deprived of it?
Just how much could a new way of
understanding reality help the old
painting of the Village? A whole world
would open up, which should not mimic
the Chinese one, but be inspired by it.
So, we also take sides against the
supremacism of sight and consequently
against anthropocentrism. Our desire is
to introduce these new visions, these new
conceptions, and these new values. Not
that the Village is completely unaware
of it, but this knowledge is hidden in
academic publications, accessible to
those interested in the subject, but very
far from the world of contemporary art or
anyone else.

To conclude, we will introduce one of
these intrinsic aspects of Chinese art
which can be of great help and source of
inspiration for our beloved Village. Why
is mountain and water painting of great
value in the contemporary world and why
should the Village re-evaluate it? In the
great pictorial experience of the Village,
landscape painting as an independent
genre was born late, and died early. The
fact that in China it is already the higher
form of painting and has a millennium
and a half of history should make us ask
questions about how it has probably
been underestimated. Well, in reality it
has not been underestimated, in fact
there is no right and wrong in art, it has
been evaluated according to the means
that the Village head, according to its
conceptions and ideas. And it is precisely
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Our main objective follows:

for this reason, we must open the doors to new value
systems.
Art cannot be alienated from the reality in which it is
produced, and one of the most important themes for us
is that of ecology, in fact this hyper capitalist Village has
massacred the world we live and does not seem to want
to take steps back. Many have already set in motion to
counter this destructive madness, but there is no contest.
In the Village there has recently been talk of environmental
aesthetics that lashes out against anthropocentrism to
concert on environmental beauties, therefore going against
one, the axioms of western aesthetics since ancient Greece,
against that conception that sees man as the superior
creature and dominant in the ecumene. This new point
of view, at least for the Village, is one of the basic aspects
of Chinese ethics. Philosophy and aesthetics are found
in the texts at the base of Chinese culture, at the basis of
Confucian philosophy and Daoist thought and continues
to be repeated till modern times. A conception that does
not just appreciate environmental beauties, but its holistic
conception of the universe puts man on the same level
as any other creation of nature. In Yi Zhuan 易传 (5th
century BCE), a commentary on Yi Jing 易经, wrote that
“the greatest virtue of heaven and earth is life” (天地之大德
曰生), this is to say that the greatest virtue is to create an
environment where all life forms and natural elements can
coexist in harmony.
For this reason, too, the category of still life does not exist in
Chinese painting, in fact for the Chinese artist it would be
absurd to paint lifeless subjects.
For these and other reasons, the Village and the artists that
reside in it will benefit from learning Chinese art. Mountain
and water painting will inspire them, the beauty of nature
will awaken the minds and set the minds in motion. The
boundaries of the Village will begin to appear and we can
finally begin to break them down.

“who discusses
painting in terms
of form likeness,
has the
understanding
of a child”
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Su Dongpo
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Write the World Down Like a Signatur
The Xieyi Principle Mirrored in the Art of Western Painter Dirk
Huisken
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By; Thorsten Schirmer

"When people want to understand
Chinese, they think: 'I have to learn Chinese language.' Why don't they ever
think about learning Chinese painting?", Pablo Picasso once asked himself. In fact, the visual arts of East Asia
have their own tradition of ink painting, which was developed 2000 years
ago in China. Today Western painting
is taught at almost all art colleges in
East Asia. On the one hand, countless contemporary artists from China,
Korea and Japan make use of Western art forms, on the other, there are
hardly any Western artists who adopt
principles of the East Asian tradition
with the same seriousness and depth.
The German painter Dirk Huisken
(1911-2007) is one of these pioneers on
the path to an artistic dialogue between the West and the Far East. For
around six decades, Huisken dealt intensively with East Asian painting and
calligraphy. Several German museums own works by him, and the Confucius Institute Nürnberg-Erlangen
has now received a donation of more
than 100 ink paintings from his estate,
which will form the basis of a collection featuring Western paintings in
dialogue with the East Asian tradition.
The essential starting point of Dirk
Huisken's examination of East Asian
painting lies in the correspondence
between calligraphy and painting.
Based on the combination of both
art forms, the Chinese statesman and
artist Su Dongpo 苏东坡 (1036-1101) developed his theory of Xieyi 写意, which
translates to “writing down an idea“.
Su Dongpo, who gathered a selected
circle of scholars, monks and artists

around him, made a name for himself
primarily as a calligrapher and poet,
but also dabbled as a painter and developed a groundbreaking theory in
this field of art which has had a major
impact on East Asian painting to the
present day. Su called for the emancipation of painting from commercial
commissioned art and propagated
the freedom of the artist beyond all
financial and social constraints. The
painter should only be committed to
his own feelings. Above all, Su Dongpo was convinced that, just like in the
cursive writing styles of Chinese calligraphy, the personality of the artist
must also be expressed in painting
by means of a free and spontaneous
brushwork by “writing” his pictures on
paper with black ink, like the calligrapher. Thus his Xieyi theory formed the
first expressionist credo in art history.
Dirk Huisken, born in Eberswalde,
Germany, in 1911, was introduced to
East Asian painting at an early age by
his father, an academic painter, and
his uncle, a professor for fine arts. He
became an art teacher and moved
to Celle after the end of World War II.
In this time, the Castle of Celle functioned as an art storage depot for the
British Government which ruled this
area. It housed the collection of Chinese and Japanese paintings from
the East Asian Museum in Berlin,
which was destroyed in World War
II. Huisken's interest did not let him
rest until he had persuaded the officials to grant him access to the treasures of the East Asia Collection. The
encounter with these old Chinese
and Japanese masterpieces was a
turning point in his young career as
an artist. Over the next decades until
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Chinese philosophy and uses stylistic devices of Chan painting and Caoshu calligraphy. But above all, he was
deeply connected to the principle of
Xieyi, the expressionist creed of Chinese literary painters. Huisken himself
once answered to the question about
the nature of painting: "Experience
the world as a music and write it down
like a signature." Could there be a better euphemism for the Xieyi principle?

Thorsten Schirmer has been working since
1984 in the style of Chan painting. Specialized
in the traditional landscape subject, he designs
his works only with his fingers and black ink.
His turning to these ancient forms of expression and painting techniques, which are even
rare to find in China, earned him a high reputation in the motherland of this art. At age 21,
he was appointed as a guest teacher at the Art
Department of Anhui Normal University, since
2013 he is professor at the Art College of West
Anhui University. His works have been exhibited
in China, the U.S. and Germany. In addition to
numerous journal articles, he has written several books about the painting tradition of China, its philosophy and the cultural background.
Thorsten Schirmer has organized numerous art
projects with Chinese colleagues in Germany.
He is a founding member of the Chinese Center
Hannover and initiator of the partnership between the Region Hannover and the Chinese
Luan Prefecture.
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the end of his life he dealt intensively
with East Asian painting and philosophy. Huisken described this influence
on his work as follows: “It's always the
Chinese way of painting that gives
me inspiration. The handling of brush
and ink impresses me very much. I
have learned a lot from it. Especially
the mental attitude towards painting,
writing and natural environment is
very important to me – the philosophy
of Dao and Zen. It was never my concern to paint in a Chinese style, as it
is here and there taught in books and
courses. The meditative attitude of the
soulful brushstroke inspires me again
and again. So I dare to make my own
painterly statements." Here we have
an emancipated artistic credo. From a
Western perspective, it shouldn't just
be about imitating the outer appearance of East Asian painting tradition,
as is taught in some painting courses.
Such an approach falls far too short
and denies the identity of the western
artist. But those like Huisken, who dare
to “make their own painterly statements” can draw on both sources of
tradition and create an artistic amalgam that reveals their own personality, just as Su Dongpo demanded.
As in the Chinese tradition, the natural environment was the most important subject of Huisken's work. At
the advanced age of 83, an exhibition
of Chinese calligraphy inspired him
finally to create calligraphic abstractions, which henceforth dominated
his late work until his death in 2007,
three days before his 96th birthday. The East Asian tradition initially
seemed to be essentially related in his
work, but he knew how to approach
it from the start with an emancipated attitude that was focused on the
essential. In doing so, he succeeded
in making an independent artistic
contribution to the correspondence
between West and East. Huisken developed his style on the foundation of

On Shitao's treatise on painting
By; Marcello Ghilardi

Reading one of the most important
texts in the Chinese pictorial tradition,
the Treatise on Painting, Hua yulu 《
畫語录》 by Shitao (1642-1708 ca.),1 we
find important clarifications regarding the theory of the image and the
art of landscape (shanshui, mountain
and water):
The inner nature of landscape [shanchuan 山川, “mountains-rivers”] is had
by capturing the universe’s intimate
structure. Possessing the techniques
of brush and ink, one realizes the external aspects of the landscape. […]
The landscape expresses the form
and tensions of the whole universe.
[…] Before I was fifty, I was not generated in the landscape. This is not
to say that I treated landscape as a
meaningless thing, but I let it be as
an independent thing, on its own.
Now the landscape speaks through
myself, it is expressed by me. It is generated by me, just as I am generated
by the landscape.2
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Only if we understand the structure,
the inner principle of totality, can we
discover the inner nature of landscape, its deepest quality. The landscape’s external form can be grasped
and enhanced by technique, by using
ink and brush the right way. But the
external aspect of landscape is not
only the way it appears to the look; it
is also the superficial dimension of the
pictorial activity. True painting means
going beyond the images’ exteriority and being able to generate works
as living forms; for this reason Shitao
writes: “Landscape is generated by
me”. The painter’s action brings forth
1 On the historical context of early Qing China and
Shitao’s life, see Coleman 1978, 26-29 and Hay 2001,
2-4, 323-330.
2 Han 2000, 200 (translation mine).

a new birth, at the same time being a
regeneration of the landscape in the
artist’s interior, and a regeneration of
the artist in the landscape’s dimension, in its rhythm and vital flux.
If one captures what concerns the
sea, failing to grasp the mountain’s
quality, or if one captures the mountain but fails [to grasp] what concerns
the sea, then he captures it in the
wrong way. This is my way: grasping
the mountain as if [it were] sea, the
sea as if [it were] mountain. I perceive the modality of mountain-sea.
Everything resides in the human being, through the free flowing of brush
and ink.3
Just as for the wise man in Taoism it
is essential to see the high in the low,
the light in the shadow, and the warm
in the cold. For Shitao a good painting
ca only be created by understanding
the quality of the sea that which concerns the other pole of the landscape,
i.e. the mountain.4 If the two dimensions remain separate, one could not
foster the vital generation; every single brush stroke would remain rigid,
even if technically perfect. “Mountain
as sea, sea as mountain”: this is what
really counts for the painter to feel. The
identical in the different, the different
in the identical. Every phenomenon is
an unceasing movement that evolves
and changes into one another. On the
3 Ibid., 211.
4 It is well known that Shitao was a Chan monk
throughout his life. Nonetheless, during his final
years he came closer to Daoism – whose roots also
enliven Chan buddhism. The theme of mountains
and the tendency of retiring alone in the cliffs is a
leitmotif in the Daoist tradition, and Chinese ink
painting has been influenced by Daoism long before
Chan Buddhism spread throughout the country. See
Ryckmans 2007, 24-26.
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Whereas ‘mountain(s) - water(s)’
speak to the correlation of High and
Low, of the stable and the shifting, of
what imposes a solid form and what is
formless, or of what is seen and what
is heard, this other pair [...] speaks of
the association between, on the one
hand, the invisibility of passage and
penetration (wind) and, on the other,
the diffusion of visibility (the light of
the sun).6
5 Jullien 2018, 14.
6 Ibid., 46.
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This coupling and correlation display
another perspective of landscape.
Here we are not facing the relation
between high and low, or immobility
and dynamism, but we "see" through
the wind and the light the invisibility
that produces effects and the visibility that shines, or the mutability and
the brilliant character of scenery. The
manifestation of a landscape is indeed between visible (light) and invisible (wind), it is not detached from
the senses, but nonetheless it is not
attached to materiality.
One may think of a landscape as shanshui or fengjing, in both cases one will
find that in the texts and treatises on
painting the act of creating and perceiving images is portrayed as an exercise of overcoming the will to fix and
define the outline of an object or a territory. What really counts is not tracing
a large amount of lines and details,
but reducing every strict determination to allow the observer to intervene.
The onlooker must merge with the
image, completing the empty spaces,
making it a lively element of nature
itself, “between” visibility and invisibility. By painting and looking at images
become ethical actions, because they
free the forms, allowing the breathing
character of nature to circulate in the
images themselves, just as in phenomena. The painter does not have to
block and define the brush’s strokes,
but on the contrary he should make
the traces fluid and nuanced. It is a
painting without an “object”. It is not
by chance that Shitao writes “painting what is concerning the mountain,
painting what is concerning the water” (hua yu shan, hua yu shui 畫於山
畫於水). He does not write “painting
the mountain” or “the water”, but he
offers some hints or traces that allow
the operative, energetic qualities to be
perceived. As François Jullien writes:
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sea we get the element of the mountain – by the shapes of the waves, in its
mass and strength – and in the mountain we perceive the dimension of sea
– by the water of springs, the torrents,
the mists and clouds, the humidity on
the cliffs. “I perceive in the modality of
mountain-sea”: This does not mean
that one feels in one instant the sea,
and the mountain the next, but more
precisely – the perception is modulated at the same time by the sea and by
the mountain, it is mountain-sea as
one (shanhai 山海). The two are never
completely independent.
In this sense, the painter’s work is an
ethical exercise indeed, in order to
understand and live the cooperation
of opposites in everyday immanence.
What is at stake is not merely contemplation, but more profoundly the possibility of dwelling in the landscape
itself. Looking is not an attitude of
the eye, it reveals a general behavior,
a way of behaving and inhabiting the
world. In other words, “there is ‘landscape’ when this conversion of the eye
takes place. This is not the conversion
belabored by metaphysics, where,
as desire awakens, the eye is turned
away from the things of this world [...].
The operative conversion of the eye
here assumes no break or forsaking”5.
Another term is used in Chinese to
convey the notion of landscape: fengjing 风景, that is “wind-light”.
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"Mountains-waters" symbolizes these
dualities that hold the world in tension, and the infinite exchanges that
result from them. Hence, far from being conceived as a fragment of land
subject to the authority of the gaze
and delimited by its horizon, the Chinese landscape puts into play the
functional aggregate of opposing
yet corresponding elements, and it is
that dynamism as a whole, whatever
the scale, that the brush will be called
on to capture. The Chinese painter, in
his most insignificant painting, figures the process of things as a whole,
the entire, infinitely diverse play of its
polarities.7
The work itself becomes a process,
the image vibrates in a vital tension,
but it stays fluid and moving. This tension is not that of a struggle, a fight
between the artist and her work or
inspiration. To become a master, the
Chinese or Japanese artist has to learn
a dis-tension: she must eliminate the
destroying tension that often inhabits her soul, and fill it with a living and
positive tension in the image. In this
way, the image will be truly alive, not
a copy or imitation, but a fragment
of life, a part of nature itself. Its lively
character depends on the inner logic,
which couples elements and makes
the vital energy (qi) flowing throughout the landscape dynamic. While
the European tradition has developed
and fostered a logic of composition, of
structured, syllogistic argumentation,
the Chinese tradition followed a different path. Thinking, tracing sinograms,
painting, or giving birth to poetic figures – all these practices are essentially based on coupling, pairing, combining polar opposites. Light and shadow,
fullness and emptiness, Heaven and
Earth, and of course mountain and
water: these are examples of the general logic of combination of Yin and
7 Jullien 2009, 122.

Yang. These are not ontological principles (archai), but two poles, features
or patterns by which we can describe
the overall movements of Dao. Here
we also find the general image of
life, which is born over and over again
from nature – from the rocks of the
mountains and the waters of rivers,
lakes, and seas.
Another important aspect to keep in
mind regarding Chinese landscape
painting is that in these traditions
art is not an absolute creation, on
the basis of a divine model of original Creation. Without the notion of a
transcendent God, the conception of
an original "productivity" (in Greek:
poiesis) did not arise from which all
the other forms of creation came
down. In East Asia, creation is indeed
a modification, a transformation (in
Chinese: bianhua 変化, zaohua 造化):
it is always a process, the Tao, at work.
On this basis the artist has to model
and shape his own work, attuning it
to natural dynamics. The purest form
of action, even for that particular action that is artistic production and
aesthetic experience, is the particular
activity, which dissolves every imposition by a subject. The perfect action is
the action without a subject: no-ego
(wuwo 無我), no-mind (wuxin 無心) are
the terms usually adopted in Chinese
and Japanese art, when mediated
by the Buddhist experience of meditation (zuochan 坐禅). A Chinese expression from Taoist thought teaches
similarly: wu wei er wu bu wei 無為而無
不為, “no action, so that nothing is not
realized”8. In other words: everything
will be accomplished in the absence
of a strong acting subject, an imposing subjectivity. The individual expres8 On the notion of wu wei, see Loy 1985; Slingerland
2007. In such an expression, but more generally in
the notions mentioned a few lines before (no-ego,
no-mind), lies the core of an ethical proposal that
should be further exposed and discussed. On the
connection between ethics and Daoism, see an
intriguing approach in Nelson 2009.

sion of the subject must merge in the
global flow of the process, in order to
obtain the maximum effect. So, not
only the form of ink and the movement of brush are transformed, but so
too are the artist’s and the onlooker’s
identities. Life itself is transformed.
The image does nothing but offer to
the eye this truth, exposing it in a visible figure.
The real mistake is trying to fix the image, the life, the world itself; in this way,
no image can be perceived as vital.
Chinese landscape painting gives way
to what we could call an aesthetics of
transition, or an aesthetics of passage.
Animation is seen in the processes of
nature, in impermanence, in the val-

ue of continuous flowing of all the elements of reality. Images can display
the animating qi, flowing in all the aspects of the world, and are thus a true
expression of its vitality. At the same
time, they can convey the intention
(yi 意) of the artist, after her detaching
from any personal, subjective, individual tension. Yi is rather the impersonal
and global way that flows throughout every natural element, more than
the personal intention: the artist has
to refine his own understanding and
ability to feel it, to be in accord with it
and to be able to follow its movement
between emptiness and fullness, definition and dissolution.
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What I call painting does not
exceed the joy of careless
sketching with the brush. I do
not seek for formal likeness;
I do it simply for my
amusement.
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The National Character of Line in
Chinese mountain and water Painting
By; Qin Chunming 覃春铭

“Line” is an important expressive
painting technique in Chinese mountain and water painting, and it is also
the most basic element that can reflect the painter's thoughts and emotions, endowed with strong national
cultural spirits. In Chinese mountain
and water painting, the modeling
and expression of lines can reflect the
painter's unique ideas and subjective
emotions behind the lines by shaping
the body and highlighting the painter's ideas.
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1. 1. Creating
Through "Line"

Different

Images

In the process of creating Chinese
mountain and water paintings, the
painter abstracts different line forms
from the natural scenery, interpret-
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1. Analysis of The National Character
of “Line” in Chinese mountain and
water Painting

ing his own inner meaning based on
the lines, using different line compositions to express his own meaning,
so that the viewer can deeply understand the profound and elegant
spiritual connotation created by the
author through the lines when he admires the painting. It is often said that
“Understanding an artist when appreciating his works”(观人如观画), which
means that by appreciating the paintings, especially different lines, one can
see different meanings and ideological contents that the artist wants to
express and create.
In Chinese mountain and water paintings, making different images based
on lines is not a simple imitation, but
to take something as images, which
is not only expressing the image of its
contours in the form of the line character of Chinese mountain and water
painting, which at the same time, this
image is subjectively treated. In the
process of creating Chinese mountain and water paintings, painters
enrich the texture and the shape of
the mountain and water outline with
picturesque lines, appropriate lines
and all kinds of standard texturing
methods when they shape mountain
and water outline, which can depict
the variations of the hills and streams
with the help of the sprinkling of ink
and wash. Line is the key to Chinese
mountain and water painting while
different images it shapes is to reflect
the painter’s perception of Chinese
culture. The painter expresses different images and different national
emotions through the integration of
ink, water, pen and paper in the lines,
thick and heavy in colors and the soft-

Tan Chunming 覃春铭, Steep Cliffs Between the Clouds

The Chinese culture is extensive and
profound, with resplendent art and literature. The art of Chinese mountain
and water painting has been explored
and created by successive generations
of painters, and the application of line
in mountain and water painting has
become more and more important.
The line presenting the nationality
and its fundamental spirit. The line
can describe a man or an object vividly, can shape a body and it can be
used in scientific applications to present the spiritual charm of national
thought, the philosophical thought of
the Chinese nation, the cultural spirit
of social development behind the line.

2016-2020

Translated by; Zhou Zhi 周智, Ning Lizheng 宁立正
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1.2. Different lines in the bone style
drawing, gufa yongbi 骨法用笔 interpret the different noumenons of the
Chinese mountain and water
The bone drawing style is essential to Chinese mountain and water
paintings, and in Chinese mountain
and water paintings, the characteristics of the natural environment are
expressed with the help of different
techniques of the bone style drawing
to express different subjects. There
are four kinds of techniques of the
bone style drawing：Gu Jia 骨架, the
skeleton, Gu Shi 骨势，the momentum, Gu Zhi 骨质，and the power, Gu
Li 骨力，the control. Gu Jia is about
the visual externalization of the object and its inner structure when the
painter depicts something. Only when
the Gu Jia of the object is correctly
grasped by the painter can the inner
images and emotions in the depth be
made a preparation for the painting.
Gu Shi means the painter’s Qi Yun 气
韵，the spirit and flavor of painting,
the state of mind and its momentum
and his precise grasp of the images
of the work. When creating Chinese
mountain and water paintings, painters must adjust their mindset, with a
profound understanding of objective
objects, and achieve the integration
of objective objects and creative spirit.
Gu Zhi means that the painter should
use a basic principle of the Zhongfeng
中锋 (the tip of the brush in the middle
of the stroke) and make things into its
shape, so that the work is filled with a
sense of power between the lines. In
Chinese mountain and water painting, everything that the painter paints
must be strong, fleshy and bony,
with momentum, and that is called
Gu Zhi. Gu Li is called the the ability
of the control of Chinese painting,
which is about the painter’s control

of the brush used in his creation and
his familiarity with the works. Chinese
mountain and water painting has
high requirements in the pen holding, the starting and the ending of the
painting, which reflects high aesthetic value. The bone drawing style in the
creation of Chinese mountain and water painting reflects the uniqueness
of Chinese painting and the national
characteristics of China.
1.3. Analysis of The National Characters of the Chinese mountain and
water Painting in Different Periods
Throughout history, Chinese mountain and water painting is unique in
the field of the painting world, and
has an important position in the international art field. It goes without
saying that the line is very important.
Chinese mountain and water painting has specific requirements for the
length, straightness, radius and dryness or wetness of lines. Since the
Tang dynasty in China, the theme of
mountain and water painting has
been developed in an all-round way.
In that period, painters usually used
a technique of drawing lines first and
then filling colors to create mountain
and water paintings, which are highly
decorative, thick ink and heavy color,
and the lines and colors are clear.
From the existing ancient Chinese
mountain and water paintings, texturing method appeared in the Five
dynasties (五代，the late Liang dynasty后梁, the late Tang dynasty后唐, the
late Jin dynasty后晋, the late Han dynasty后汉, and the late Zhou dynasty
后周). Texturing method is the artistic
language of Chinese mountain and
water painting, which is the externalization and the modeling method of
the artists’ aesthetic images, emotions and thoughts. There are various
styles of texturing in the past dynasties. During the process of mountain
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and water painting creation in the
Song dynasty, there are many applications of the combination of texturing
methods and lines. At that time, the
requirements for modeling in mountain and water painting were relatively strict. The combination of lines and
the texturing method makes Chinese
mountain and water paintings rigorous and dignified, featuring far-reaching artistic conception. Since the
Song dynasty, the texturing method
in mountain and water painting has
made great progress, and various texturing methods have appeared one
after another. The texturing method
reached its peak in the Qing dynasty,
which also made the requirements
for lines in mountain and water paintings higher. With the influence of national culture in different regions, different painting styles sprang up.
2. The Reasons Why the “Lines” in
Chinese mountain and water Painting Can Explain the National Character
2.1. The Particularity of Painting Materials
The painting tools and materials used
in Chinese mountain and water painting are also important aspects of creating the national character of "lines"
in mountain and water painting. The
materials such as pen, ink, paper and
inkstone different from the western
ones can reflect the national characteristics of Chinese civilization. To a
certain extent, it has played an important role in the appearance and development characteristics of Chinese
mountain and water painting. The
tip of the painting brush is soft and
elastic. After being stained with ink,
you can use the tip and belly of the
brush to go through the paper. With
the bone drawing style in the process
of painting, you can draw the outline

of various lines and make different
effects. Ink is an important material
used in Chinese mountain and water painting. When painting with ink,
you can draw different lines, thick or
light, with different effects of intensity.
With different parts of the pen head,
the painter can reflect the strength of
Chinese painting lines and different
national characteristics. Xuanzhi (宣纸,
a special paper for painting and calligraphy) is a special painting material of
Chinese painting and a special product of the Chinese nation’s agricultural country for thousands of years.
Xuanzhi is soft and easy to paint and
write, which promotes the use of lines
in painting. During the Yuan dynasty,
Xuanzhi, whether raw or half raw, began to become the main material for
painting and in the Ming and Qing
dynasties, the use and manufacturing
technology of Xuanzhi were more advanced. The color of Xuanzhi became
as white as jade. In the use of lines,
heavy and light, black and white are
in proper places in the law of Yin and
Yang of Taoism.[2]
2.2. The Particularity of Aesthetic
Tastes
The aesthetic interest embodied in
Chinese mountain and water painting through the outline of lines and
the variation of ink reflects the three
philosophies of Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism and theories of
world governance that were applied
in ancient China. In the long history
of art development, this philosophy
of governance and officialdom was
also reflected in the works of painters of different dynasties, and Confucian philosophy was also used by
successive dynasties. As a philosophical thought of life, and under the influence of the Ren Zheng 仁政, De Zhi
德治 of Confucius and Mencius. Chinese mountain and water painting
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ness of dry and wet ink.[1]
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Tan Chunming, River-Watching-Pavilion in Piled Silk Hill 45x60cm, 2018

Tan Chunming, Snow Covered Mountains with Painting Barriers 136íx68cm, 2016

2.3. The Aesthetic of Calligraphy in
Paintings
From calligraphy and painting homology, we know that Chinese mountain
and water painting embodies the aesthetic nature of calligraphy. This kind
of aesthetic thought has a great impact on the application of lines in Chinese mountain and water painting.
Traditionally, Chinese mountain and
water painting is an artistic expression
of an image based on lines, but there
is a problem of valuing its flavor (韵)
over its form. Since the establishment
of literati painting, it makes greater
emphasis on the written nature of the
line, on the linear expression of the
use of calligraphy, on the expressive
function of the line, and fully on the
rhythm of the brush and ink in its expression. Based on the painting style
of calligraphic brushes and lines in
mountain and water painting, painters can make the lines of mountain
and water painting more spiritual and
flavorful, thus promoting the development and enrichment of line art. Chinese mountain and water painting
and calligraphy are the same in that
they both use the image of the mind
to extend the finite to the infinite,
through the strokes and lines of the
font reflecting the artistic conception
and aesthetic interest.
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3. The Development of the National
Character of Lines in Contemporary
Chinese mountain and water Painting
3.1. Line Is the Base of Expressing National Identity
Traditional Chinese mountain and wa-

ter painting has a distinctive national
identity, which is inseparable from the
uniqueness embodied in the lines.
The aesthetic characteristics of lines
include: era, decoration, emotion,
timeliness and national character. The
temporality of the line as an image is
generalized and abstracted, with the
static, condensed lines used in Chinese mountain and water painting
given a flow of time, which can make
the painting more vivid and evocative, and can transform the dark, hazy
mood into a wonderful artistic mood.
The development of ancient Chinese
painting also reflects the change and
development of line, which has different artistic styles in different periods.
The national style of Chinese mountain and water painting is determined
by the historical and cultural factors
and the development of aesthetic
taste of the Chinese nation. There is
no doubt that Chinese mountain and
water painting has its own distinctive
national character. The line in Chinese
mountain and water painting is not
only able to have its form, but also has
a perfect independence aesthetic,
such as different texturing methods
in Chinese mountain and water painting. Throughout thousands of years
of Chinese culture, the line has developed into its own form and language,
and has been constantly refined and
developed, gradually becoming an independent art with its own aesthetic.
The current development of Chinese
mountain and water painting should
focus on the aesthetic and contemporary art forms of line for innovative
development, and it should also emphasize on the fundamental role of
line and highlight the national characteristics of line.[3]
3.2. The National Character of Line
Should keep up with the Times and
Be Gradually Innovative
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embodies the idea of nationality and
the ideology of the painter, which are
closely related to the intrinsic idea of
philosophy.

In other words, at present, Chinese mountain and water painting should keep
up with the times, integrate with the requirements of the development of the
times, gradually innovate and enhance the national expression of lines, and carry out innovation and art reform according to the inner spiritual qualities, artistic
conception, the spirit and flavor, and concepts of Chinese mountain and water
painting. The presentation of lines should be based on the painter’s subjective
form as the highest requirement, and the change of lines should be carried out
on the fundamental of the change of objective objects and the change of the
painter’s image in order to strengthen the national characteristics of the development of Chinese mountain and water painting in the process of gradual
improvement and development. Throughout the history of Chinese mountain
and water painting, it can be seen that it has experienced thousands of years of
development and is full of vitality. In different periods, it has shown the characteristics of changing according to the development of the times and the requirements of the society, showing an open attitude and keeping up with the
times. And this is also an attitude and a practice that contains the wisdom of
the Chinese culture.[4]
Conclusion
Lines are the muscles and bones of Chinese mountain and water painting with
special national characteristics and status in Chinese culture and art. Only by
recognizing this national essence can they be better carried forward. At present,
with the art reform and innovation of Chinese mountain and water painting, the
national characteristics of lines can be greatly innovated and developed.
References:
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It is good to always have a sketching
brush in your leather bag, so that in the
event that you find yourself in a beautiful setting, with the sight of strange and
rare trees, you can easily reproduce and
note them down, adding the idea of
growth and development.
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Huang Gongwang
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(No.10)

René Böll
(No.09)
Unschädlich, wie vom Lichte die Blume lebt,
So leben, gern vom schönen Bilde
Träumend, und selig und arm, die Dichter.
Friedrich Hölderlin (1770-1843) aus: An eine Verlobte
69 x 50 cm, 2021

( No 10)
O Ende meiner Zeit
Friedrich Hölderlin (1770-1843) aus: Tod des Empedokles
68,5 x 50,5, 2021

(No12)
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In herrlicher Einsamkeit hab ich manchmal in mir selbst gelebt,
ich bin’s gewohnt geworden, die Außendinge abzuschütteln wie
Flocken von Schnee, wie soll ich dann mich scheun, den sogenannten Tod zu suchen?
Friedrich Hölderlin (1770-1843) aus: Hyperion oder der Eremit in
Griechenland
70 x 51 cm, 2021

(No.09)
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(No.12)
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Generally speaking, figures, bulls and
horses may be drawn after models and
be made alike; mountains and waters
cannot be made by copying but only by
the skill of the heart which is superior in
the things that it grasps.
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Meta-Scape元境: A look at the past and
present through the spirit of the
landscape
by Zhang Zikang 张子康, Director of
By; Aurora Vivenzio

allowed to change, transform, become
other than oneself. The exhibition
The Milk of Dreams chooses Carrington's fantastical creatures, along with
many other figures of transformation,
as companions on an imaginary journey through the metamorphoses of
bodies and definitions of the human.
China, however, does not shy away
from this series of other worlds, but
chooses to “cross” (元) the world that
exists, to reinterpret the scenario (境)
in which we live, in a mode of understanding and interpretation that is innate to this country's cultural system,
namely: poetry (诗) and metaphor.
The desire and choice to also work
on the theme of the relationship between man and technology is part of
a broader discourse, in which China is
a country that is now aware of the role
played by new techniques and tech-
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As part of the 59th International Art
Exhibition opening in Venice on the
23rd April 2022, the China Pavilion
answered the question posed by Italian curator Cecilia Alemanni: 'How is
the definition of human changing?
What are the differences that separate the plant, the animal, the human, and the non-human? What are
our responsibilities towards our fellow human beings, other life forms
and the planet we inhabit? And
what would life be like without us?".
Again, the China Pavilion, curated

the CAFA Art Museum, and Professor and Doctoral Supervisor of CAFA,
responded by setting the natural environment, the relationship between
individuals and technologies, and the
intertwining links between bodies
and the Earth, as the main subjects
of their works. The exhibition featured
three artists and an art group who
presented their works in Arsenale and
Giardini. In Giardini, Wang Yuyang's
王郁洋 Snowman《雪人》 (2021) was
presented, along with Jungle 丛林
(2021) by AT Group (members: Li Yan
李妍, Chen Zhi 陈治, Guan Yiming 管伊
铭, Chen Houwen 陈厚闻, Lu Fei 陆飞,

Peng Jiayuan 彭家园, Lei Jianhao 雷剑
豪, Liu Yichen 刘一晨 Yan Liangliang 闫
亮亮), Correspondances 《兴会》(2021)
by Xu Lei 徐累, Streaming Stillness
(2021) by Liu Jiayu 刘佳玉, and Wang
Yuyang#: A Fourth (Jie Qi) 《王郁洋#：
四分之一 (节气)》 by Wang Yuyang王郁
洋, was presented in the Arsenale area.
Through a “metaphysical” vision, as
a mirror of the human condition and
an expression of its essence, they responded with a more “metacognitive”
view of things than something that
has to be perceived on a subconscious
(and therefore surreal) level. Although,
there are many artists in this event
who have faithfully taken up themes
conveyed by the Surrealist artist Leonora Carrington (1917-2011) of a vision of
our magical world in which life is constantly reinvented through the prism
of the imagination and in which one is
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nologies, which do not suppress or
replace the old traditional techniques,
such as Shanshuihua painting, pomo
泼墨, but on the contrary gives a new
key to interpret the surrounding
world, which continues to be the scenario of action and mediation of contemporary Wenrenhua 文人画. Technology, like poetry, makes it possible
to recreate new landscapes with new
aesthetic criteria and to reconfigure
the role of the artist and the spectator
with respect to a 'scenario' that now
takes on different aesthetic forms, and
whose metrics and stanzas have been
replaced by binary codes and rasterization systems. In these two modes
of interpretation, which mirror the old
and the new China, the concept of
eternal ebb and flow continues to be
implied. We find this in particular in
the work of media artist Jiayu Liu who
presents a 21 km long 3D prototype of

some of the most famous mountains
reproduced in many works by artists
of the Song dynasty, entitled Streaming Stillness, a poetic field of floating
motion graphics fuelled by technology reproduces that energy, qi, the
soul of these places and which manifests itself as a slow flow of light that
reproduces in its rays the terrain data
catalogued in Yu's Tribute, considered
the oldest geography book in China.
The viewer is fully immersed and must
physically rotate around the work
in order to flow with the power and
majesty of the mountains, but the
combination of the ancient cartographies recreates a new topographical
understanding relevant to the 21st
century. Inasmuch as the displacements and changes of land are indicative of how strong and transformative man's action has been on places.
“It comes from the real world yet
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doesn't exist in it. Instead, it's a natural prototype existing beyond
human
experience
and
reaches transcendence,” Liu concludes.
The discourse on nature, in the productions of these artists, also plays
very much around the themes of ecology (understood as biosphere), and its
relationship to tradition and modernity. Although the landscape remains
a place of interpretation, it is its coexistence with man that drives the Chinese artists to question how they can
readjust their civilisation and, on the
basis of this, find a way to coexist. For
this reason, curator Zhang Zikang, in
an interview with CAA, explains that
the Meta-Jing (元境) theme of the exhibition is nothing other than a way of
self-questioning about the structures
of understanding, from an external
and 'transcendental' point of view, but
one that is overbearingly part of reality.

In an exhibition on technology, curator
Qian Xuesen translated the concept
of “virtual reality” into “Ling Jing” (i.e.,
“the realm of the spiritual”, CN. “灵境”).
Hence, virtual reality is understood
as that spirit of man inhabiting these
places and thus the notion of “Yuan
Jing” (CN. 元境), i.e. “Meta-Scape”: in
the Chinese cultural context, the word
"Yuan" refers to origin and infinity,
while "Jing" has overlapping meanings, which can be multiplied and interpreted with the evolution of time.
From the most ancient meaning of
the boundary to the artistic conception and state of mind of the literati,
the notion of 'Jing' generally refers
to a realm of spiritual perception,
which contains the ideal of the literati.
This can be found in Xu Lei's 徐累 work
installed, Correspondances 《兴会》,
which interprets the adjective “meta”
by linking it to the concept of time,
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Xu Lei, Correspondances, 266x350x48.5cm, acrylic, metal material, electric track, 2022
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Wang Yuyang, Wang Yuyang#: A Fourth (Jie Qi)
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Wang Yuyang, Snowman, 265x190x285cm, brass, bronze, concrete, stainless steel, 2021
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which is linked to that of a perspective view of the world. In this form,
the artist can observe, through a double objective view of perspective and
subjective view of the time of vision
and exploration, how the two worlds
of East and West have developed and
unified their interpretative modes
of the Jing (landscape, scenery) and
thus of the world, which are totally
discordant but also substantially similar. Here time, also understood as the
Daoist concept of “life” and the West
as “dasein”, is linked to tradition, to
the stylistic revival, the comparison of
which does not take place by juxtaposition or mixing, but by overlapping
transparencies that well manifest and
concretise that concept of continuity
and fluidity. Xu Lei has played a lot on
the notion of “temporal courses and
recurrences” and the eternal becoming (时间的回光), or the reincarnation
of time (时间的轮回) understood as the
development from the past to the future. His installation work, in fact, consists of transparent slides reproducing
trees taken from Song dynasty painting, the age of poetry, from Ukiyo-e
(a pictorial movement derived from
the Chinese xylos and which greatly influenced Impressionist productions) from some of the most famous
trees portrayed in Renaissance paintings, from Pollaiolo, Benozzo Gozzoli,
Verrocchio, to Leonardo da Vinci and
Friedrich. This overlap allows us to
see how our visual condition today is
greatly influenced by all these stylistic
mixtures. His artistic creation considers traditional Chinese art, Western
art and their connections based on
the principle of temporal origin, thus
forming a cross-cultural transplant.
The 'transplant' itself is a reconstructed concept. Through transplantation,
a new world can be built, and this is
the wish and hope of all these artists
of different ages and backgrounds.
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Xu Lei, Interact Mountains No.1 and No.2, 208 x 62cm, ink on paper, 2017
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By; Lam Kongchuen, Cherry Tsang
Translated by; Robert Stanley

I picked up the paintbrush, but refused to paint. —Luc Tuymans
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Chigusa Kuraishi’s
倉石千種 artistic practice is the way into the system of landscape. Calm and coldness is Kuraishi's constant base color,
squeezes and blocks the viewing of
another field of flow and uncertainty, and the "limited gap" creates Opportunities to peep, stare, and stare.
Keeping a distance from the infinite,
constantly perfecting the finite, this
is a rare quality of an artist. She uses
blocking viewing to gather the clues
in the voyeur's heart, and the metaphor of the crevice landscape thus
reaches an unnamed horizontal line,
keeps naming the earth and freedom,
also often leaves a blank line of poem
for "things that cannot be named":
In Nordic film, literature and art, the
"white night" is a repetitive image,
and when this image occurs, it is often the arrival of a "shut the viewer
out" moment, which is Nordic minimalist and cold Psychological trigger. Important events take place inside the house, and the poet, artist or
film director prefers to represent the
idle white night outside the house.
Kuraishi's series can be regarded as
a metaphorical system that "closes
the viewer out", the grid-like uniform
color strip can be regarded as a door
or a window, and the window is also
a part of the door. Faced with a secret
that has nowhere to hide, Kuraishi
dares to defy the audience or the way
of seeing, but not without extending
the secret channel of perception. The
differences in the "time difference"
of the “Blue” series are closely linked

by everyday objects, and the psychological space is also reproduced in a
very calm manner. Kuraishi to block
viewing, but arouses people's stronger desire to perceive, even bewitching,
waiting for the senses to examine the
alienation of his "lower world". Every
time the viewing is blocked, it is from
one Kuraishi to another Kuraishi, from
one gap to another, Kuraishi reveals
that Kuraishi brought dots, rays, grids,
ribbons and words from "shadows"
back to "the truth of man himself":
Kuraishi uses a cold moving average
color band to block the conversion
scene. In the closed visual mechanism,
it seems that the interference, explosion and escape information of the
alien objects behind the color block
appear frequently, and reality and illusion have undergone multiple switches. , the opposite is sawing. The in and
out of the curve suffices the viewer's desire, and the barrier becomes
the transitional section between the
closed and the outside world, full of
temptation. Kuraishi reminded that
knowing that you can't see, every time
the cornea wanders is a tense perceptual mechanism. This is the artist's
ability to create visual suspense, and
its suspense is completed by "blocking
familiarity" and "language betrayal".
Color is not just a color; words may be
colors. Kuraishi super splices peeping and confusing blues sections,
and penetrates into the forbidden
area with a visual code that mobilizes the real and the expressive.
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Kuraishi confronted the restricted
"scenario of blue and words", and
launched a tit-for-tat and dangerous
and mysterious negotiation on the
mutually exclusive relationship. As for
the seductive coler, she tries to suppress the information that provokes
desire with a cold composition, so as
to delay the pleasure of cognition, and
explore the trajectory of the difference
and the strangeness of the nameless.
Kuraishi's work is a tireless speculative
search for the id. Her pursuit of viewing is transformed into a dimension of
de-visualization, and from the naked
meaning, it rises to its own questioning. her thinking on the invisible has
been elevated to the dimension of
existence, magnifying or shrinking
everyday things, sometimes revealing
secrets, sometimes secretly, and even
decoding the invisible in a brutally
frank way, reflecting a strong sense
of absurdity. These images make the
audience bewildered, fascinated and
restless, and fall into psychological
contemplation from watching. Entering her schemas waiting for the truth
one by one, one has to let the id occupy
the body and mind again and again,
or verify Lacan's "I am outside me".
The color band factors of dark blue,
light blue, peacock blue, green, and
rose red have become part of Kuraishi's blood, and her images have the
quality of Pietro Mascani's interludes,
from memory. The root recalls time
and confirms the existence of "I" in the
translation of time and space. People
each live in a world that neither can
understand, and Kuraishi's landscape
hints at how mutually exclusive relationships can live in harmony? How
do people who cannot communicate with the world get along with
each other? The ever-changing, she
has been pursuing a way of working

that is meaningful and difficult to
update the truth of images, exploring and extending the carrying capacity of images, which has become
her own image manifesto. She tries
to break the boundary between production and painting, and creates indeterminate objects that are "blank"
between the two seams. The details
of writing are constantly expanded
and contracted by her landscape.
Kuraishi's landscape have created
many unsolved mysteries, but they
have aroused the desire to perceive,
even bewitching, waiting for the
senses to examine its defamiliarization. she can calmly pull out the alienation, obscure, bizarre, mysterious,
gloomy and harmonious elements
from reality, which are nailed into
reality like wedges. In an unnamed
time and space, she uses crude, complex models, grotesque ready-made
objects and unrepeatable objects
to show a traumatized spiritual field
and lower world, restoring a chaotic
the soul; or to retain the shadow of
the soul that is completely invisible;
also conveys the universal loneliness
that is indispensable in the soul. He
finds various obscure elements and
features that can serve as markers,
which already shows the way in which
he assembles models of thinking in
elusive forms, as he "translates" Heteronym (Heterónimo) - the work of
Fernando Pessoa, Kuraishi continues
to extend"Personalized landscape":
In the face of a secret that has nowhere to hide, it also blocks the scene
of everyday things. The landscape subjects, words and various expression
techniques output by Kuraishi seem to
defy viewing, but the respect goes beyond the scope of five senses and extends the secret channel of perception.
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Chigusa Kuraishi's unpainted landscape
—On Chigusa Kuraishi’s artistic practice
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La costa pliocenica
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Kuraishi's practice is infinitive. The insinuative schema of the texture and
the ambiguous and blurred body are
absurd and eliminate the fatigue of
viewing. The subtle narrative is deeply embedded in the audience's brain
and freezes the time of death. Like
Luc Tuymans, she picks up the paintbrush but refuses to paint, challenging the image by renewing the way
of recognition, suggesting a crisis
in the world. There is only a thin line
between drawing and the meaning of the moment. she blurs the
boundaries between the two. In his
voyeurism and being peeped, the
two reach a new agreement. She is
above viewing, but leaves a window
to experience the unspeakable mystery of "landscape and landscape".
She starts a new peep from the root
of meaning, and the image memory
keeps accumulating its metaphorical
meaning, and the meaning widens
the cognitive field with the change of
context. In watching renews the self,
transforms the other, and heals the
broken self. Starting from the unit of
deep metaphor, the larger direction
of her bizarre images should be to
try to provide a model for examining
modern civilization, pointing out the

crisis and problems inherent in modern civilization. She reintegrated her
perception, and the entire body site
became sociology itself. At the same
time, her thinking power also tried
to reintegrate the social structure
and entered into the contemplation
of the defamiliarization of images.
Kuraishi seems to be researching
landscape bodies and spaces beyond recognition, exploring the multiple abnormal worlds in existence
itself and discourse, and pointing
to the entrance of a color body or
the exit of organs in sinking or sobriety. She provides an outlet for
the sociology of color, leaving himself a lot of questions to ponder.
Kuraishi leaves behind a body that
is meaningfully malleable and playful, a body of color that cannot end
what she wants to say in a sentence.
The distance between two points,
the quickest way to reach is a circuitous rather than a straight line. The
body is a kind of passage, which has
the effect of leading to another time
and another place, and may also contain hidden information that is incomprehensible and unreachable.
In the face of landscape, words and
others, Kuraishi deliberately dilutes
the atmosphere of the picture. The
calmness of the treatment even
makes people feel dry and warm at
times. This kind of philosophical dryness makes the dissected body and
desire come alive again and talk. , to
unprecedentedly elevate the color
thinking of anatomy to parts outside
the body, break into the unfamiliar
body field, and defy the traditional
body boundaries. her pictorial practice
has always had a philosophical undertone, and the transformed body has
thus become a brooding living body,
perhaps the blue about human, socie-
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ty and death is engraved on the body.
In Kuraishi's cryptic retelling of images, we can't help but ask - where exactly is the landscape? Where does
the landscape go? What's on the other side of the landscape? Are there
really new landscape concepts in real
life? Does landscape Time Travel Really Exist? Is there a difference between
a landscape and a time machine?
Can her landscape as a metaphor
reserve space for thinking about the
hypothetical "body" in physics and
medicine? He practices around the
ribbon and things beyond the landscape. Every “transformation about
the landscape” has a close coherence. The landscape is a way to find
the edge of time. Through the landscape, you can make an instantaneous space transfer or time. Do you
travel? her "landscape" is a hypothesis and a tight theory, in her work on
images "attempts to answer unanswered questions," or "still If you don't
answer, you already have an answer."
Kuraishi's retelling of the "Ribbon"
also invites the audience to participate in the dissection of themselves,
to view the phenomena and viewpoints that people have become accustomed to from different perspectives, and to change and disrupt the
habitual thinking of the audience. The
path has a playful undertone in the
coldness. From the translation of the
anatomical body to the different cartography, he searches for the exceptional state of the body, where perception and motivation are alienated.
Try to mobilize the audience to dissect
the landscape society. The audience
transforms from passive viewing to
active feeling in the space formed by
the landscape, and obtains their own
reference coordinates in the open
landscape. In-depth intervention and
participation will extend the life of the

audience. Experience, sensory factors
are strengthened by the set mechanism, and the perception of the body
will continue to increase. Her profile
seems to be in-depth step by step,
startling step by step, and dangerous
situations. After leading to the path
of penetrating the wood and cutting
into the wood, can it hit the nail on the
head? Behind her gentle and cold daily life and in the edge of her maverick
thinking is a deep concern for social reality. At the same time, she kept a cautious distance from these directions.
Kuraishi's continuous exploration of
invisible and invisible "words" fills
her endless thoughts and imaginations about things. The mind suffers because the imagination of the
body is lost because it does not listen to the desires of the heart. In order to preserve the sexual imagination, poets and artists remove the
dominant concept of self-discipline.
They break free from the defamiliarization of graphics, which is an exploration of psychology, and their
imaginings are also cold, but not sensational, which is his innate attribute.
The human body reflects the region in
which the body is located. Kuraishi's
images enter the entire artistic practice process from the landscape inside the image to the landscape outside perception, her metaphor system
is "I think outside my thinking", a setting that transcends viewing Window,
into the hall. Her windows, even like
the rear windows, open continuously,
or at the same time, arrive at the architectural site of the landscape in the
background of blues and midnight.
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The metaphysical composition of
Kuraishi's subtle color changes has
entered the "change of oneness", the
difference of "time difference" is closely connected with everyday objects,
and the psychological space has also
been reproduced very calmly. He is
good at collecting and integrating
the grammar and texture scattered
in every corner, seemingly irrelevant
details and constantly jumping semantics, bringing the focus from the
machine back to the human itself.
Subtle patches of color emerge in his
repeated reflective exercises, elusive
and varied from one self to another, and from one outlet to another.
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Paesaggio verde, tempera, 93 x 126 cm

—A case study of the folk house in the northern Guangxi
By; Zhong Tao 钟涛
Translated by; Zhang Xiaoyu张小雨, Ning Lizheng宁立正

Foreword
Folk house is not only the accomplishment of civilization, but also an important carrier of historical and cultural
heritage. From the perspective of individual folk houses, the speciality as
an architecture lies in the fact that
it must take full advantage of local
physical and geographical conditions
according to the realities, and create
buildings with both commonalities
and characteristics in combination
with specific geographical space and
local people’s lifestyle. From the perspective of group living, they are not
only different in density because of
the scattered terrain where the folk
houses are located, but also cooperate with mountains, rivers, forests
and fields to form a unified, harmonious and distinctive landscape. This
embodies the wisdom of the working
people, and also reflects the unique
charm of the building itself, which is
integrated with nature, and contains
rich humanistic painting values.
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1. Overview of Folk Houses in Northern Guangxi
In
our
country,
Guangdong
Round-Dragon houses 广东围龙屋,
Beijing courtyards 北京四合院, cave
dwellings in Shanxi 陕西窑洞, the
“pole-fence style” buildings 杆栏式建
筑 in Guangxi and the “one seal” buildings 一颗印建筑 in Yunnan are known
as the five characteristic residential

architectures in China. Among them,
the “pole-fence style” buildings are
rooted in Guangxi with rich and colorful poles and fences, which are the
concentrated embodiment of local
national culture.
The north of Gui 桂 (a brief name of
Guangxi) area mainly refers to the
most areas in northern Guangxi, including Sanjiang 三江县 and Rongshui
融水县 counties of Liuzhou City, all the
cities and counties of Guilin 桂林, Fuchuan County 富川县 of Hezhou City 贺
州市 and so on. It is adjacent to Western Hunan in the north and northern
Guangdong in the south. Its special
geographical location, together with
the conditions of environment, transportation and climate, has formed the
traditional style of pole-fence buildings inhabited by ethnic minorities
and Hunan-Jiangxi 湖南和江西 style
of buildings inhabited by Han people. For a long time, the aborigines of
Guangxi folk houses and other ethnic
groups who migrated from the north
have taken care of each other in life
and communicated with each other
in culture. Combined with the local
natural condition of Guangxi, they
creatively built charming “pole-fence
style” buildings and Hunan-Jiangxi
style buildings. These two traditional
folk houses villages and space composition of architecture is a characteristic of culture in the northern part of
Guangxi, which is rich in ethnic culture atmosphere. For example, Longji
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Zhuang Township 龙脊壮乡, Rongshui
Miao Village融水苗寨, Sanjiang Dong
Village 三江侗寨, Jinxiu Yao Village 金秀
瑶寨 and Shuiyuantou Village 水源头村
in Xing’an 兴安县 in northern Guangxi
are all the places where such buildings are concentrated. They all have
their own features, from the layout of
villages to the construction of houses,
from the design of public buildings
to the construction of folk houses,
and have won the admiration of the
world with their unique appearance.
Whatever the towering drum-tower,
magnificent wind-rain bridge or the
high stilted building all constitute the
unique scenery of the village. It not
only reflects the wisdom of the working people, but also contains humanistic painting values of the building
itself, which is integrated with nature.
1.1. The Beautiful Landscape of “Heaven-man Unity” 天人合一
Located in Lingnan 岭南, Guangxi is a
region with many ethnic minorities.
It is historically known as the “land
of Baiyue” 百越之地. Most of the folk
houses in northern Guangxi are built
in mountainous areas. The environment of many mountains and rivers
has created the characteristics that
the folk houses are closely connected with the mountains and rivers. The
mountain climate is humid and hot,
and the rainfall is abundant, which is
especially suitable for the growth of
Chinese fir and bamboo. Therefore, local people obtain raw materials locally
and take bamboo, wood and tile stone
as the main building materials of the
houses to build the residential buildings known as “pole-fence style”. Most
of these houses are built on the higher slopes facing the sun. In order to
earn more living space, they make full
use of the natural geographical environment of the mountains to create
various beautiful and unique archi-

tectural forms. Because they obtain
raw materials locally, the buildings
are set in harmony among the mountains and forests when we see from
afar. And due to the particularity of
the geography structure, the residential houses fluctuate with the terrain,
which is very fitting with each other,
forming a natural landscape and providing rare materials for painting.
1.2. Art Characteristic of Complicated
and orderly Ethnic Minority Architecture in Northern Guangxi
Most of the folk houses in northern
Guangxi obtain raw materials locally
that they use bamboo for the most.
Generally, they are wood structure
buildings with two floors, four house
frames and three rooms. Covered
with Chinese-style tiles on the roof,
surrounding walls are made of wood
boards, and the wall base is mostly a
stack of stones. Some of the folk houses will add a eave in transverse direction under the first two floors of the
main house for drying rice and space
expansion, which is similar to the balcony in urban buildings.
The structure of the main part of
the residential buildings in northern
Guangxi is wooden. The construction
technology is mainly from the bucket construction method, also called
the combination of tenon and mortise, where the wooden components
of tenon and mortise are closely connected. They stand wood as columns
and adjust the horizontal plane of
the building through the length of
the wooden columns. They meet the
space requirements of the indoor design through the beam layout. At the
same time, the beams and columns
are intersected and interlocked, enhancing the firmness and stability of
the wood component combination,
forming a complex and reasonable
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The Enlightenment of Folk Houses to the
Creation of Contemporary Mountain and
Water Paintings

Dong village are all arranged around
the grand and tall Drum Tower as the
village buildings’ center.

There are numerous ethnic minorities living in northern Guangxi. Their
worship and belief in nature also permeate into architectural decoration,
which mainly shows at building site
selection, building modeling, column
beams, lintels, wood carving decoration and so on. For example, in the
Dong village 侗族村寨 of Sanjiang
County, there is a saying that “Drum
Tower first, Village Houses next” (先
建鼓楼，再建村寨). The drum tower of
Dong people is an important place
for assembly and discussion in the
village. The Dong people regard the
drum tower whose appearance is like
giant cedar as a clan symbol, which
symbolizes vigorous vitality. They believe that the cedar can make the village prosperous and protect the village. Therefore, the folk houses in the

The Han folk houses in northern
Guangxi are also very distinctive. Their
ancient archways, ancient ancestral
halls, bridges, temples, incense halls,
wood carvings, stone carvings and
brick carvings have extremely rich
connotations and aesthetic characteristics. From the geographical distribution to see, the northern Guangxi area
is a main bridge for the communication of Guangxi, Hunan and Jiangxi.
Influenced by the cultural factors, the
architectural style of Han architecture
in northern Guangxi is greatly influenced by Jiangxi style architecture,
which is mainly reflected in rootstock
structure and horse head wall architecture, named Hunan Jiangxi style
buildings. Such buildings are simple
in shape, with small green tile roofs
scattered high and low, and lanes of

Zhang Tao, Guo Songnian Manor, 108 x 38c m, 2015

1.3. Artistic Features of Historic Han
Architecture in Northern Guangxi

blue stone pavement. The walls, door
heads, windows and columns of the
buildings are exquisitely carved, which
reflect the regional characteristics
of the Han architecture in northern
Guangxi. For example, in Shuiyuantou
village in Guilin’s Xing’an County, the
ancient buildings retain the homogeneous and clean brick walls, which are
exquisite and neat, and the plain tiles
and blue bricks are praiseworthy. The
scattered height of the horse head
wall and the carved dragon and phoenix show the simple and exquisite
style of the ancient buildings, and reflect the profound historical culture of
the Han ancient buildings. Yangshuo
fishing village folk houses, Lingchuan
Jiangtou village 灵川江头村 folk houses,
Guanyang Wenshi Town Yueling 灌阳
文市镇月岭 folk houses, Pingle Rongjin
平乐榕津 folk houses and other ancient
folk houses are typical representatives
of these kinds of folk houses.

1.4. Features of Folk Houses in Northern Guangxi
The “pole-fengce style” buildings
of the ethnic minorities in northern
Guangxi are close to the mountains
and rivers, with unique structure and
the combination of virtual and reality. Its distinctive Drum Tower stands
tall and majestic. And its stilted building has a flying pavilion, hanging and
upward tilt eaves. The wind and rain
bridge has overhanging eaves, blue
stone piers and long and linked corridors. Han folk houses in northern
Guangxi also follow the traditional
architectural style of the mainland,
most of which are blue bricks and gray
tiles, tall and roomy. The blue tiles and
white walls form a folk house style in
northern Guangxi that integrates the
architectural elements of the Hui (徽,
the brief name of Anhui Province 安徽
省) style. The simple folk customs and
architecture complement each other, making people linger and forget
to leave, and becoming a paradise for
painting and photography.
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building structure. From the perspective of painting, these complex and
regular buildings virtually conform to
the aesthetic characteristics of painting and become the objects of expression that artists enjoy.

Zhang Tao, WuXuan Temple 38 x 38 cm 2016

People engaged in the creation of traditional Chinese paintings all know
that landscape sketching is a difficult
process in landscape painting. It not
only requires the painter to find beauty from the natural scenery, but also,
more importantly, to express it to the
greatest extent in a certain language.
In other words, “what to draw” is important, but “how to draw” is more
important. How to use traditional Chinese painting language to express the
folk houses is a new art subject that
few painters can learn from. In particular, whether the folk houses could
be expressed with the customary language symbols has become the primary problem for painters. Firstly, the
painter must get aware of the cultural
history, shape, style and taste of folk
houses. Secondly, he must find a new
perspective and entry point to show

2.2. How to Balance the Relationship
of “Brush Strokes” and “Shape”
Shape is the main content of folk
houses, the object of depiction, and
the carrier of language form. Indeed,
no matter how good brush strokes
are, without the object, the depiction
would be empty. It must be conveyed
through images. Therefore, paying attention to the discovery and expression of “shape” has become an important content of the expression of folk
houses. Professor Huang Gesheng 黄
格胜, a painter who had got his suc-
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cess through depicting the mountain village’s folk houses in northern
Guangxi, said at a forum: “what are
the principles for judging the beauty
of folk houses? First is that there are
certain topographic fluctuations; the
second is that the buildings should be
simple and unsophisticated; the third
is that there are not too many modern houses disturbed inside the painting.” He also said, “I chose the view of
northern Guangxi which I was familiar
with since childhood as the object of
description, especially the ethnic minority folk houses in the West. I was
fascinated by her ancient simplicity,
scattered and endless changes. Although I traveled across the great
rivers and mountains all around the
country, I still like to paint mountains
and waters in my hometown.”
An important factor that distinguishes Chinese painting from other types
of painting is its use of brush strokes
to depict objects. Thus the research
of brush strokes has become an important issue of Chinese painting.

It should be said that brush strokes
should not only have relative aesthetic value, but also adapt to the object
image. We should not treat brush
strokes separately, on the contrary
that it should serve the object. A good
brush stroke is not prominent skillfully, that it is closely connected with
the object image. Therefore, do not
deliberately separate from the object image to pursue the perfect use
of the pen and ink, or it would seem
too artificial. In this regard, the use of
Chinese brush strokes to depict the
folk houses should not only take the
beauty of the calligraphy brush into
account, but also consider the high
combination of the brush stroke and
the image.
2.3. How to Form “Schema” Is a Sign
of the Maturity of Artists
Creation is an expression of the artist’s view of life and the embodiment
of the artist’s comprehensive artistic quality. A very important criterion
for measuring an artist’s artistic lev-
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2.1. The Learning of “How to Draw”

his unique perspective in his paintings. In a broad sense, the long-standing folk houses have already formed a
fixed pattern in the minds of the audience, and this conventional concept
has largely affected people’s feelings
about the local folk houses, and invisibly increased the difficulty for the
latecomers to draw new ideas of the
folk houses. If the performance is even
slightly poor, it would mean the repetition and failure of depiction.

Zhang Tao, Bu-ying Bridge of Shang Gantang county 108 x 38cm 2017

2. The Difficulty of Folk Houses as
Creative Subjects

3. The Unique Meaning and Function of Folk Houses in the Creation of
Landscape Paintings
When we take a walk in the blue
stone slab of the ancient town in the
mountains, we are often unconsciously affected by the beauty of the folk
houses, like drinking great wine and
getting almost drunk. It is very easy to
touch the imagination and emotion
of painters, so it has become the object of expression favored by painters
and photographers.

traditional Chinese painting blend
with each other everywhere, forming a flowing and ethereal rhythm,
which naturally conforms to the performance requirements of Chinese
painting, that is, what we call “suitable
for a painting”. However to draw the
folk houses is actually a new theme
that has few artists to learn from. In
today’s China, the thinking about the
trend of Chinese painting creation is
not only a work for theoretical workers. Artists are using different forms of
expression to explore the future development direction of Chinese painting.
Thus it is necessary to pay attention to
the current painting field and find a
way of Chinese painting creation that
conforms to the national conditions.
Usually there are no other than two
ways for art creation--sketching from
nature(creation) or non sketching
from nature(creation). The former requires painters to focus on the beauty of nature, and advocates “realistic
painting”. While the latter can create
a world through the understanding of
the painting literature and the combi-

nation of personal gift. To reflect life,
painters must take the road of reflecting social life through concrete images, and the typical images in painting
are created in life according to the
objective characteristics and subjective spirit, which is inseparable from
the painters’ observation, description
and refinement of life. As the cultural product of society and history, the
folk houses undoubtedly have great
expressive value. On the surface, the
performance of the folk houses is focused on the depiction without subjective color, but in fact, the painting
from life implies the painter’s subjective feelings and views of life. It requires the painter to have a process of
eliminating the rough and preserving
the essence, eliminating the false and
preserving the true. Only in this way
can the essence of life be truly revealed. In this meaning, there is much
to be done in how to do a good job on
the issues of folk houses.
It should be noted that paying attention to the subject matter of folk houses and exploring the path of Chinese
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There are many humanistic painting values in the folk houses. For example, the contrast between the
solid wall and the tile roof in the folk
houses is just like the relationship between dense and sparse or reality and
illusion in traditional Chinese painting. The blank-saving and objects in

Zhang Tao, Fuxi Yao village of Fuchuan county 108 x 38cm 2017

ments. And to obtain a vivid schema,
there must be new creative themes or
ideas, and sketching is undoubtedly
one of the effective paths.
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el is his creation. And schema is the
expression form of creation. It is the
unique appearance of a stable language form and the unity of content
and theme shown by a series of works
of an artist. The formation of the artistic style is a sign of an artist’s maturity. Throughout the history of painting,
none of the greatest painters of all
ages could have stood in the painting forest without a distinct schema.
Fan Kuan’s landscape painting 范宽山
水 , which is famous for its profundity,
MI family’s landscape 米家山水, which
is famous for its graceful and incisive
style, and Yunlin’s landscape 云林山水,
which is famous for its desolation and
simplicity, and so on, all have distinct
artistic characteristics. Their works
have shown that the value of the art
is in the originality and uniqueness of
style. Therefore, for the painters engaged in art, it is a long cherished goal
to form their own artistic style, which
requires tough labor and thinking.
From the perspective of individual
painters, the vivid and mature schema marks the artist’s artistic achieve-
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painting creation is only one of the
ways to create Chinese painting at
present. The reason why we advocate
the performance of the subject of folk
houses is mainly based on the fact
that the subject matter of folk houses
not only conforms to the law of artistic creation, but also is an important
carrier of historical and cultural inheritance and the achievement of civilization. The humanistic painting value
contained in it is far from being completely excavated. Only from a pragmatic perspective and in a pioneering
and innovative spirit can we make
strong and confident strides forward.
References:
[1] 黄格胜．格胜小品[M]．南宁：广西美术
出版社，2001
[2] 雷翔．广西民居[M]．北京：中国建筑
工业出版，2009
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Zhang Tao, The moon shines between the pines 68 x 68cm
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In painting one should particularly avoid
insisting on outward shapes and elegant
colouring, one should not indulge in calculations and minute details or try to expose surpassing cleverness.
P 81
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He Liangjun
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"Unity between Human and Nature" in Chinese
Mountain and Water painting

天地与我并生，万物与我为一1

P 82

Heaven, Earth, and I were produced
together, and all things and I are one.
(Legge 1891)
Zhuangzi 庄子 with these words expresses the unity between the rules
of nature, the physical nature or earth
地 and man, how they are part of the
same vital and evolutionary process,
for man and all things in the world
wanwu 万物 are united and "heaven
and earth are the parents of the ten
thousand things"2 and humans completes them. The conceptions that
sees nature, its rules and man as the
three fundamental elements of the
universe, with man standing between
the two, originated in the Yijing 《易
经》 and were later formalized in his
commentary, the Yi Zhuan 《易传》,
in the theory of sancai zhidao 三才之
道, the way of the three talents, where
1 《庄子-齐物论》
2 《庄子-达生》曰：天地者，万物之父母也。

昔者圣人之作《易》也，将以顺性命之
理，是以立天之道曰阴与阳，立地之道曰
柔与刚，立人之道曰仁与义。兼三才而两
之，故《易》六画而成卦。分阴分阳，迭
用柔刚，故《易》六位而成章。3
Anciently, when the sages made the
Yi, it was with the design that (its figures) should be in conformity with the
principles underlying the natures (of
men and things), and the ordinances (for them) appointed (by Heaven).
With this view they exhibited (in them)
the way of heaven, calling (the lines)
yin and yang; the way of earth, calling (them) the weak (or soft) and the
strong (or hard); and the way of men,
under the names of benevolence and
righteousness. Each (trigram) embraced (those) three Powers; and, being repeated, its full form consisted of
six lines.
A thought that is not anthropocentric but also not naturocentric, where
harmony and mutual relationships
are the key elements. This concept
contains a strong environmental consciousness and a humanistic spirit,
which has an enormous influence on
Chinese thought in general, and human's main goal to lead a happy life
is to achieve this status of communion. Since ancient times, many scholars and philosophers have tried to explain and bring human to understand
the necessity of this approach to the
world around them, to bring human
closer and unite them with nature,
3 《易经-说卦》
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In Chinese thought, the relationship
between man and nature has always
played a fundamentally important
role, a relationship that requires union
and harmony between the two parts,
which is based on a holistic view of the
universe. Tianren heyi 天人合一 describes the relationship between human (ren 人) and sky (tian 天), which
are joined (he 合) as a whole (yi 一),
where tian indicates nature, its laws
and its Way. This vision is found in the
Yijing, along with Confucian, Daoist,
Buddhist and other minor schools of
thought, and always present in China's cultural philosophical substratum.

human, heaven and earth are part of
the same system, in a continuous mutual relationship. This is how the Yijing
describes the three talents:

Ni Zan 倪瓒 (1306-1374), Sparse forest and faraway peaks

By; Giacomo Bruni

天有日月，人有两目。地有九州，人有有
九窍。天有风雨，人有喜怒。天有雷电，
人有音声。天有四时，人有四肢。[...]天
有冬夏，人有寒热。天有十日，人有手十
指。[...]天有阴阳，人有夫妻。岁有三百
六十五日，人有三百六十节。地有高山，
人有肩膝。地有深谷，人有腋腘。地有十
二经水，人有十二经脉。[...]地有草蓂，
人有毫毛。天有昼夜，人有卧起。天有列
星，人有牙齿。地有小山，人有小节。地
有山石，人有高骨。地有林木，人有募
筋。[...] 地有四时不生草，人有无子。此
人与天地相应者也。4
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The sky has the sun and the moon,
and people have two eyes. There are
nine states on the earth and nine orifices in human. There is wind and rain
in the sky, and there is joy and anger
in human. There is thunder and lightning in the sky and the man produces
sounds and noises. There are four seasons in the sky and humans have four
limbs. [...] The sky has winter and summer, humans have cold and heat. The
sky has ten suns and human have ten
fingers. [...] Heaven has Yin and Yang,
and humans have husband and wife.
The year has three hundred and sixty-five days, humans have three hundred and sixty-five joints. The earth
has high mountains, and humans
have shoulders and knees. The earth
has deep valleys, and humans have
armpits and popliteus. The earth has
twelve main rivers, and humans have
twelve channels [through which life
energy circulates]. [...] The earth has
grass and plants, and humans have
hair. There are days and nights, and
men sleep and wake. There are stars
in the sky and humans have teeth.
There are small mountains on earth
4 《灵枢-邪客》
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and small joints on humans. The
earth has mountains and rocks, and
humans have carpus. There are trees
and forests on earth and humans
have sinews. [...] There are four periods
when no grass grows on the earth,
and humans have no children. This
are the correspondences between
humans, heaven and earth.
The isomorphism of human and nature is the most superficial aspect of
the concept of harmony where the
structure of the human body and its
life reflects the structure of sky and
earth, what is called rentian tonggou
人天同构, men and sky have the same
structure, which will find its expression in Neijing tu 《内经图》 which
is an anatomical map of the internal
organs of the human body using the
natural elements. Its purpose is to
provide a diagram for learning the internal organs and illustrating Taoist
health preservation methods, which
contains the classic meaning of "internal cultivation". There is always a
continuous correspondence between
inside and outside, macrocosm and
microcosm, in a continuous flow of
life, of qi 气, which is the expression of
the Dao 道, of the Way:
人法地 地法天 天法道 道法自然。5
Human follows the earth, the earth
follows the sky, the heaven follows the
Dao, and the Dao follows the naturalness.
Laozi 老子 used a consistent approach
to encapsulate and expound the laws
of life of sky, earth, people, and the entire universe.
These conceptions would be of great
influence in later eras in the formation
of traditional thought in various fields
of knowledge, from medical, philosophical, social, aesthetic, character5 《道德经》
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Wu Zhen 吴镇 (1281-1354), Two Pines 《双松图》

both physically and spiritually. In a
passage from the Huangdi neijing 《
黄帝内经》, one of the oldest Chinese
medical texts, we read:
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6 The Huainan zi 《淮南子》, an important
collection of texts on various topics from the second
century B.C.E., from myths of antiquity to contemporary government, analyses the figure of the
perfected ruler in numerous passages, and finds as a
philosophical foundation the notion that the rules of
politics and government follow the same as those of
the natural world
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aesthetic/ecological spirit. The natural environment is a perceptive and
transcendent world, an ideal form of
beauty, and an excellent painting subject, which awakens people's senses, and makes the nature flow from
within, allowing them to adapt to the
natural rhythms of the world, in order
to merge the subject matter with the
vitality of the universe for physical and
mental pleasure. A process of assimilation that has educational and self-improvement auto-cultivating purposes,
moving away from mere material desires and the pursuit of fame, leading
to the perception of the Way.
Painting is a graphic expression of
the artist's spirit and an aesthetic relationship between man, nature and
society. In this dynamic, Zong Bing
introduced the concept of the Dao in
the painting of mountains and waters, the Dao is invisible, yet present,
through the practice of painting, the
form of the natural environment that
is represented, and it is a way to reach
it, so one must not be a slave to visual
perceptions, like reading a metaphor
literally, and ignoring its true meaning, which goes beyond the words
used. The invisible but perceptible
element,which has no form, became
a fundamental characteristic, and an
essential in the painting of mountains and waters, which in less than
a century later got standardized as
qiyun shengdong 气韵生动, the resonance of the spirit, the first of the six
canons of painting of Xie He 谢赫 (5th
century), whose expression became,
and still is, the main objective of the
Chinese painters. Thus, from the very
beginning of painting practice, the
anthropocentric element of sight became secondary, leaving room for
the spiritual and emotional relationship between man and nature. The
formation of the artistic conception
of mountain and water painting is
based on the artist's thoughts and

emotions integrated with the essence
of mountains and rivers. The reflection of this unity in artistic production
shows that the painter's personality
realizes the fusion and resonance of
the object and the self, corresponding to the natural environment and
natural aesthetic values. This is why
the term landscape is not suitable to
refer to this artistic expression, since
landscape implies an external observer (man), who interacts with it mainly
through sight, who is emotionally or
aesthetically influenced by the natural environment, but always from the
cognitive point of view, which implies
an external position on the part of the
subject.
In later epochs, the relationship between man and nature in the aesthetics would be deepened and elaborated, leading to the emergence of
new concepts that would enrich the
theoretical background underlying
the practice of mountain and water
painting.
The relationship between exteriority and interiority, human and nature,
from an educational aspect, can be
found from Zhang Zao's 张璪 (Tang
era 618-907) concept of waishi zaohua, zhongde xinyuan 外师造化，中得
心源, that is, that nature and pits creative process is the external master,
the heart is the internal origin, which
means that artistic creation derives
from the teaching of nature, and the
beauty of nature cannot automatically become the beauty of art. For this
process of transformation, the setting
of the artist's inner structures and
feelings is indispensable. There is the
necessity of being in contact with the
natural environment, in order to learn
and understand its beauty, rhythm,
harmony, complexity, variation, and
all of which will not only help improve
one's artistic and expressive skills, but
will also enrich the artist's personality.
Knowledge of nature will remain one
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ShenZhou 沈周 (1427-1509), The distingueshed assembly of Wei Garden 《魏园雅集》

ised by the common idea that the creative and evolutionary principles that
characterise the natural world are the
same as those that govern the development of man, his social and cultural
expressions.6
From the post-Han period, the relationship between man and nature became a fundamental element in the
artistic-pictorial discourse, which laid
the theoretical foundations for the future development of painting, especially mountain and water painting,
or as it is generally translated in the
West as landscape painting, a period
in which this pictorial form became
independent and no longer a background for human figures.
Zong Bing 宗炳 (375 - 443) in his Introduction to the Painting of Mountains
and Waters, Hua shanshui xu《画山
水序》explains for the first time why
one should devote oneself to this genre of painting. Zong Bing's thought
is steeped in the Daoist theories of
Zhuangzi and Laozi, which had a revival, along with the closely related
theories of hermit culture, after the
fall of the Han dynasty, about a hundred years before Zong Bing’s era. The
Introduction to the Painting of Mountains and Waters touches on a whole
series of issues that would become
fundamental in Chinese aesthetic
thought, which would be developed
in later epochs and are the subject of
speculation to this day. Zong Bing introduced the ecological aesthetic wisdom inherent in traditional thought
into painting, and the painting of
mountains and water became the
most prominent representative of the

Hong Ren 弘仁 (1610-1663), Tiandu Peak of the Jianjiang River《渐江天都峰图轴》

读万卷书，行万里路，胸中脱去尘浊，自
然丘壑内营，成立鄞鄂，随手写出，皆为
山水传神矣。7
Devote oneself to study, read ten
thousand volumes, walk ten thousand li, to rid one's mind of dust and
murk, naturally one will internalize
the mountains and valleys, one will
set limits, one's hand will spontaneously paint, and all the mountains
and waters will be full of life.
To modernity, with Huang Binhong 黄
宾虹 (1865-1955):
圣人就是一种聪明人，但也得法乎自然，
自然就是法。8
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The sage is a sharp and intelligent
man who has obtained the method
from nature, nature is the method
Living in contact with nature has its
origins in the eremitic culture, yinshi
wenhua 隐士文化 that took shape in
the pre-Qin period, particularly in a
historical phase encompassing the
period of the Springs and Autumns
春秋時代 Chunqiu shidai (722-481)
and the Warring States 战国 Zhanguo
(453-221). The latter was a period of violence, characterized by political and
social instability, but also one of great
cultural richness and creativity, which
7 《画弹室随笔》
8 《国画之民学》

led to the birth or theoretical formalization of the Hundred Schools of
Thought 诸子百家 Zhuzi baijia, including the Confucian and Daoist schools,
which left relevant records of hermits of the time. Mountain and water painting developed in this cultural vein, Zong Bing was a hermit, and
many painters and theorists of later
periods embraced the hermit lifestyle,
or if one was unable to do so for social reasons, aspired to it and evoked it
through their artistic production. Guo
Xi 郭熙 (ca.1020-1090) in The Noble
Message of the Woods and Springs,
Linquan gaozhi《林泉高致》, a text
that is also fundamental for the theoretical structuring of mountain and
water painting, defines the importance of mountain and water painting
precisely because in a flourishing and
stable era, it would be a sin to abandon social life and family, so thanks to
painting, both artist and observer can
experience life away from society, and
let the self be transported into nature
and enjoy its beauty. In addition to reiterating the concept introduced into
painting by Zong Bing of the woyou
卧游, or traveling within the mind,
which is the ability of the pictorial act
and observation of the painting to
transport the subject away from the
troubles of everyday life, Guo Xi expounds the theory of sike 四可, four
ways of experiencing the natural environment, which are divided into two
groups, one that considers the recreational and pleasant, but momentary,
aspect, what we now call tourism, and
the other, considered superior, where
one loses one's conception of oneself,
becoming one with the environment,
so much so that one forgets to return
home and make nature one's home.
He says:
山水有可行者，有可望者，有可游者，有
可居者。画凡至此，皆人妙品，但可行、
可望不如可居、可游之为得。

There are natural environments
where one can walk, where one can
lose oneself with one's gaze, where
one can travel and where one can
live. All paintings that manage to
reach this level are excellent works,
but those where you walk and get
lost with your gaze are not at the
level of those where you live or travel.
One way to eliminate the distance
between man and nature is to
change the way we look at the natural world.
Direct experience with nature,
which in the practical act must be
studied up close, from afar, in motion, being part of it, leads to a profound knowledge of its elements, so
the pictorial act will not only be the
reproduction of external perception,
but the representation of the inner
beauty neimei 内美, which is not
static but in continuous variation
bianhua 变化, which is the process
of life, growth and change of nature
and human. Huang Gongwang 黄公
望 (1269-1354) says:
皮袋中置描笔在内，或于好景处，见树
有怪异，便当模写记之，分外有发生之
意。9
It is good to always have a sketching
brush in your leather bag, so that in
the event that you find yourself in a
beautiful scenery, with the sight of
strange and rare trees, you can easily reproduce and note them down,
giving the idea of growth and development.
In theoretical thinking, there is
therefore a desire to bring us closer to nature, increasing our familiarity with it so that we do not feel
9 《写山水诀》
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of the two main elements in the training of the intellectual artist wenren
hua 文人画 together with the study
of tradition, and creating a training
system based on the coexistence of
humanistic teachings and the experience of nature. This vision would
be reiterated by intellectual artists
throughout the ages, from Su Dongpo 苏东坡 (1037-1101) to Zhao Mengfu
赵孟頫 (1254-1322), Dong Qichang 董其
昌 (1555-1636) who writes:

宅以形势为身体，以泉水为血脉，以土地
为皮肉，以草木为毛发，以舍屋为衣服，
以门户为冠带。
The morphology of the place where
one dwells is the body, the water of
the springs is the blood, the earth is
the skin and flesh, the grass and trees
are like hair, houses and shelters like
clothes and the gate is the crown.
Methodology this would later be applied to pictorial theory as well, as in
the case by the aforementioned Guo
Xi:
山以水为血脉，以草木为毛发，以烟云为
神采。故山得水而活，得草木而华，得烟
云而秀媚。水以山为面，以亭榭为眉目，
以渔钓为精神，故水得山而媚，得亭榭而
明快，得渔钓而旷落。此山水之布置也。
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The waters of the mountain are its
veins and arteries, the plants and
trees are its hair, the mists and clouds
its vigour and character. The water
gives life to the mountain, the outward beauty is given by the plants
and trees, the charm and elegance
by the clouds and mists. The mountain is the face of the water, the pavilions and terraces are its eyes and
eyebrows, the fishermen its vitality,
the origin of the water's charm is the
mountain, the pavilions and terraces give liveliness, the fishermen the
sense of welcome. This is the composition of mountains and water.
Achieving union with nature is not an
easy goal to achieve, but on an artistic
level it is necessary in order to create
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works of value that can inspire and
influence those who observe them.
The relationship with nature encourages the cultivation of self, body and
mind, and it helps to understand our
surroundings, and in this way we will
be able to produce excellent works.
Proof of the truthfulness of these
conceptions can also be found in the
historical evidence of the stiffening
and loss of freshness of the painting
of mountains and waters by the literate painters of the Qing era, who renounced direct contact with nature to
devote themselves to blind study and
copying the masters, an attitude that
from the very beginning found adversity from artists who pursued an independent way of thinking such as the
'Four Monks of the Early Qing Period,
Qingchu siseng 清初四僧, who, with a
non-conformist spirit, withdrew from
social life, recovering the ways of hermit culture, and raging against the
formalism and academicism of the
time. Shi Tao 石涛 (ca. 1642-1708) is
the only one of the four who left us
an articulate text on the painting of
mountains and waters, Discourses
on the Painting of the Monk Bitter
Gourd, Kugua heshang hualun lu 《
苦瓜和尚画语录》 where the most important factors of painting and artistic
production in general are discussed.
By rediscovering contact with nature
and moving away from the crudeness
of materiality, by seeking attunement
with the vital flow of the universe, Shi
Tao is able to achieve unity with nature, as his words tell us:
此予五十年前未脱胎于山川也；亦非糟粕
其山川，而使山川自私也。山川使予代山
川而言也，山川脱胎于予也，予脱胎于山
川也。
When I was less than fifty years old, I
had not yet been born into mountains
and rivers; I did not believe they were
something useless, but let them exist

independently of me. Now the mountains and rivers speak through me,
the mountains and rivers are generated by me, and I am born of them.
Conclusion
The desire and need to bring humans
closer to and unite with nature has
inevitably led to influence Chinese
thought in general and thus also the
conceptions related to technical and
practical production in the field of
art and in the formation of aesthetic
thought. Being one with nature, the
union both physical and mental, the
immersion by human in the natural
environment, the desire to express
the life that flows in all things, their
continuous variation in the life cycle,
to show the invisible of the spirit and
the life breath, has inevitably guided
the evolution of painting techniques
and the approach towards the subject
to be painted, making the sense of
sight a secondary perceptive tool, and
one of the means of approaching the
environment, but not the only one, let
alone the main one. The same applies
in the expressive and pictorial act that
is not based on the representation of
external form and appearances, manifesting external beauty. A very famous
verse by Su Dongpo, which will be repeatedly quoted in later epochs, says:
论画以形似，见与儿童邻。10
Who discusses painting in terms of
the resemblance of form, has a vision
that approaches that of a child.
In a quick comparison with traditional Western painting, we see how the
artist's mindset is almost diametrically opposed, in China, the Albertian idea of the world seen through
a window, of the construction of the
painting following linear perspective,
10 《书鄢陵王主簿所画折枝》
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Qian Du 钱杜 (1763-1844), Writing a book 《著书图轴》

it as a foreign, different and separate
entity, but regards it as our own. Since
antiquity, humans and the natural elements were metaphorically associated, in the Huangdi's 黄帝 Zhaijing《宅
经》, an ancient geomancy text attributed to the Yellow Emperor, we read:
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Qi Jingxi 祁井西 (1901-1944) Mountain and ewaters 《山水》

is rejected, which just goes
to reproduce the artist's optical and static perception,
which therefore implies his
external position, man looking and reproducing, taking,
modifying, acting on the
natural environment, without any kind of empathy towards it, to express himself,
to improve, enrich himself,
considering nature a passive element at the service
of humanity. It goes without
saying that this approach
has led to the decay of the
natural environment and to
a temporary and fictitious
prosperity of humans, who
finds themselves in contemporary times reaping the
bitter fruits of the exploitation of nature. In this very
perspective, the painting of
mountains and waters has
a role of social and environmentalist critique, which is
defined not as a negative
and conflictual approach regarding our destructive activity toward nature, but as
a positive and conciliatory
critique that leads us to love
nature, to empathize with
it, and automatically to lead
us to protect and safeguard
nature by understanding its
actual value, beauty, and importance in order to sustain
our life, the sky, the earth,
and the ten thousand things
that flourish.
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Stanley Lam, Zhuang Zi's Mountain is also water, Color on paper, 68×68cm, 2019

action, forming a trilogy of changes.
The viewer can try to close his eyes and enter the practice of these three artists,
who embrace mountains, clouds and stars through isolation, body and mind
in the past and present in sync, perception and motivation alienated. "Knowledge archaeology" is their way of working: he delves into the time and space
of ancient literati texts and extracts clear clues and directions from them. He
retells the text in painting, looking back to the tradition in a deductive way and
changing the scene in reality. The scene of their art creation and life constitutes
an open landscape, and the viewer gets new viewing coordinates.

Iconography of
the landscape of
Differance

延异的山水图像学
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By; Lin Jiangquan 林江泉
Lam's landscape works, which were
geometric and symbolic through the
trajectory of his Calligraphy writing.
The output of landscape images of
these three people is “la différance”

Seeing is a limitation, and so is not
seeing. Artists can produce knowledge of images by "turning a blind
eye". In the solo exhibition of contemporary Chinese painter Huang
Guowu held by Guangdong DaJia Art
Museum（广东大家美术馆）, his series
of "Light Ink Landscape" has entered
the philosophical line of nothingness.
In Huang Haiqing solo exhibition at
Luohu Art Museum in Shenzhen, the
artist delays the truth of the image
through Iced landscape（冰镇山水）.
Academic publishing houses in Washington and London published Stanley

Stanley Lam, Windows Open continuously appearing mountains, Color on paper, 68×68cm, 2019
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The works of the three artists have a textual property of illustration. They extricate themselves from the image vocabulary and record the metaphysical landscape state with unspecific images, without taking shape as the starting point.
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Huang Guowu 黄国武, Ko Tao 《涛岛》, 138×69.5cm color on paper, 2022

Huang Guowu 黄国武, Walking the Dragon Ditch 《行飞龙沟》, color on paper, 138×69.5cm
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Huang Haiqing, Iced landscape 2107-3, 200×120cm, Oil on Canvas, 2021
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Huang Haiqing, Iced landscape 2107-4, 200×120cm, Oil on Canvas, 2021

The seemingly undefined state of those mountains and rivers corresponds to each landscape they redefine. They balance the interior and
exterior of the landscape, always keeping the tone in an intermediate
state. The state of stroke tone can be shallow or deep in different levels, which is a reflection of the experience of drawing with changeable
ideas. He even eliminates the interference of aesthetic excess, enters
the non-objective depth range, and re-enters the disintegrated world
in “la différance” landscape.
The viewer can try to close his eyes and enter the practice of three artists, who embrace mountains, clouds and stars through isolation, body
and mind in the past and present in sync, perception and motivation
alienated."Knowledge archaeology" is their way of working: he delves
into the time and space of ancient literati texts and extracts clear clues
and directions from them.He retells the text in painting, looking back
to the tradition in a deductive way and changing the scene in reality.
The scene of their art creation and life constitutes an open landscape,
and the viewer gets new viewing coordinates.
The works of the three artists have a textual property of illustration.
They extricate themselves from the image vocabulary and record the
metaphysical landscape state with unspecific images without taking
shape as the starting point.The seemingly undefined state of those
mountains and rivers corresponds to each landscape they redefine.
They balance the interior and exterior of the landscape, always keeping
the tone in an intermediate state.The state of stroke tone can be shallow or deep in different levels, which is a reflection of the experience of
drawing with changeable ideas. He even eliminates the interference of
aesthetic excess, enters the non-objective depth range, and re-enters
the disintegrated world in “la différance” landscape.
看得见是一种局限，看不见也是一种局限，艺术家可以通过“视而不见”的方
式进行图像的知识生产。广东大家美术馆举办的中国当代画家黄国武个展中，
他的“淡墨山水”系列进入了虚无的哲学纹路；深圳罗湖美术馆举办黄海清个
展中，艺术家通过 Iced landscape （冰镇山水）延迟图像的真相；华盛顿与
伦敦的学术出版社出版 Stanley Lam 的山水作品，他通过书写的轨迹把山水几
何化和符号化。三人的山水图像输出都是一次延异（la différance）的行动，
形成了更迭的三部曲。
观者可以试图闭上眼睛进入三位艺术的实践中，他们通过隔离拥抱山峦、烟云
与星宿、身体和心灵在过去与现在同步，感知和动机得到异化。“知识考古”
是他们的工作方式：他深入到古代文人的文本时空里进行考掘并从中提炼出明
晰的线索与方向。他以绘画重述文本，以一种演绎的方式回望传统并在现实中
转场。他们的艺术创作和生活的现场构成了开放的景观，观者得到新的观看坐
标。
三位艺术家的作品在图像语汇中解脱出来，不以形为出发点，用不具体的图像
记录形而上的山水状态。那些山水看似无定义的状态对应了他们重新定义的每
个景观。他们平衡了景观内部和外部，始终把笔调保持在一种中间状态。笔调
的状态在不同在层面上可浅可深，是观念多变的图绘经验的一种默化，他甚至
排除掉美学过剩的干扰，进入了非客观的纵深区间，在延异的景观中重新进入
分崩离析的世界。
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Stanley Lam, Landscape Sequence of iceberg Section, Color on paper, 68×68cm, 2019
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Follow us at
shanshuiprojects.net

We stand against a single
world view, when in fact
there are many.
The one that does not
support diversity, but
translates them.
one that does not make
them participate in the
debate with their own
voices, but accepts them
only after a trial of
metamorphosis.
We are against the
imperialism of tastes and
customs, of judgment, of
means of expression, and
of what to express,
a situation which
inevitably leads to a
cultural flattening.
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